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THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT

NINETY-FOURTH ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT

SUNDAY, MAY THE TWENTY-SECOND
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-SEVEN
STORRS, CONNECTICUT
ORDER OF EXERCISES

Undergraduate Schools and Colleges
Auditorium — 10:30 A.M.
Field House — 11:00 A.M.

PROCESSIONAL

SINGING OF America

INVOCATION: THE REVEREND JEREMIAH D. SULLIVAN (AUDITORIUM)
THE REVEREND ROBERT TAYLOR (FIELD HOUSE)

PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GRADUATING CLASS

CHARGE TO THE CLASS: CLIFTON R. WHARTON, JR.
President, Michigan State University

PRESENTATION OF RETIRING STAFF MEMBERS

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: THE DEANS AND DIRECTORS

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES:
GLEN W. FERGUSON, President
KENNETH G. WILSON, Vice-President

Benediction: THE REVEREND JEREMIAH D. SULLIVAN
THE REVEREND ROBERT TAYLOR

RECESSIONAL
ORDER OF EXERCISES

The Graduate School, The School of Medicine, and the School of Dental Medicine
Auditorium — 3:00 P.M.

PROCessional

SINGING OF America

INVOCATION: THE REVEREND WINTHROP E. STONE

PRESENTATION OF RETIRING STAFF MEMBERS

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: THE HONORABLE SOL M. LINOWITZ
Ambassador, Co-negotiator for Panama Canal Treaty

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: THE DEANS

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES:
GLENN W. FERGUSON, President

BENEDICTION: THE REVEREND WINTHROP E. STONE

RECESSIONAL
ORDER OF EXERCISES

The School of Law
Auditorium — 8:00 P.M.

PROCISIONAL

INVOCATION: THE REVEREND WINTHROP E. STONE

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: STEPHEN J. TRACHTENBERG
President Elect, University of Hartford

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: THE DEAN

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES:
GLENN W. FERGUSON, President

BENEDICTION: THE REVEREND WINTHROP E. STONE

RECESSIONAL
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT

Her Excellency, ELLA T. GRASSO
Governor of the State of Connecticut, President Ex Officio

GEORGE M. WILBER
Commissioner of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Member Ex Officio

MARK R. SHEDD
Commissioner of Education, Member Ex Officio

MARTHA B. BRISCOE

OTHIA N. BROWN, Jr.

ANDREW J. CANZONETTI

ADOLPH G. CARLSON

MARK C. COLLINS

JOHN W. CUNNINGHAM

DONALD A. JACOBS

ALBERT J. KLEBAN

WALTER B. KOZLOSKI

LOUISE B. KRONHOLM

CARL W. NIELSEN, Secretary

FRANK D. RICH, JR., Vice Chairman

ROBERT F. STEWART

CHARLES STROH

GORDON W. TASKER, Chairman

ROBERT E. WIGGINS
COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM NOTES

The names in this program do not constitute an official list. The students whose names are listed herein were considered candidates for the degree indicated when the program was printed.

With Distinction

The designation for students who, in three to six hours of seminar courses and an examination near the close of their senior year, gave evidence of attainment in their major fields.

With Honors

A Degree with Honors is the highest scholastic honor for undergraduates, next to University Scholar. Honors Scholars complete a rigorous academic schedule, with at least twelve Honors credits in their majors, including a senior thesis, research report or examination.

University Scholars

The highest scholastic honor offered by the University. For this graduating class the maximum number of scholars authorized was thirty. The program involves special studies under the supervision of a faculty committee chosen for each of the scholars.

RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE

Two Year Certificates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lawrence M. Arbour</th>
<th>Stephen G. Randall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jean E. Bailey</td>
<td>Judith A. Ravalése</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy R. Bailey</td>
<td>Jael S. Raymond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Joy Baranoski</td>
<td>Ann M. Revay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan R. Belsky</td>
<td>Clifford E. Rhodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven W. Bengtson</td>
<td>Lynn A. Roby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra E. Benton</td>
<td>William Rogers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Bradley, III</td>
<td>Ira D. Rubinstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna S. Brown</td>
<td>Lucardis E. Sargent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candace Louise Brugmann</td>
<td>Lynn R. Schipke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard C. Buck</td>
<td>Brink U. Schoonmaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy Lee Carlson</td>
<td>Valerie M. Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy E. Dexter</td>
<td>John Brian St. Pierre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy E. Dubrule</td>
<td>Carolyn Marshall Stearns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgene Duffy</td>
<td>James N. Tryon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy L. Fodor</td>
<td>Brent Dennis Wahlberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Folta</td>
<td>Susan G. Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Hoyt Glimpse</td>
<td>Cheryl A. Winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David A. Gutty</td>
<td>Karen Jean Woolley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Hamilton, Jr.</td>
<td>Stephen Walter Yurgel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah A. Hatch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Fred Hauser, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Gilday Healey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Ellen Hodovan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilma J. Kramer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl E. Lindquist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn M. Luginbuhl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise C. Macgregor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark C. McDonald</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Alan McNelly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Peter McSparran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Samuel Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian D. Needham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Ruth O'Connor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Edward Oczkowski</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Pacioli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise M. Pabre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie A. Pepin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Ann Poitras</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivy L. Poquette</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Five
THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

ALAN B. ABEL
PATRICIA ANN AHERN
STEPHEN J. ALEKSEJUS
JOHN A. ALEXANDER
CHARLES J. ALLARD, JR.
KENNETH BRUCE ANDERSEN
JANET L. ANDERSON
RAYMOND ANDERSON, JR.
JOHN PETER ANDERSON, JR.
FRANK ANTONACCI
DONNA LUE ASTON
KEITH M. ATKINSON
RONELLE G. BAER
DEBORAH G. BALDWIN
AMY BETH BANFORD
JOANN H. BANULSKI
LORIE JEAN BEGER
NANCEY L. BEVAN
LYNDA S. BISSON
SHARON W. BLACKMAN
PETER D. BLAUNER
MARTHA A. BODDY
MICHELINA BONACCI
PAMELA GARDNER BONFIETTI
MAUREEN ELLEN BOOTHROYD
DANIEL W. BOUCHER
GEORGE J. BOULEY, III
MOLLY PATRICIA BOWEN
DAVID SINCLAIR BOWER
EDWARD M. BOWSZA
RICHARD BRAMLEY
MARGARET BRAND
THOMAS A. BRETTKREUTZ
ELIZABETH A. BRISTOL
BARRIE LYNN BRUNK
REGINA M. BRYAN
CHARLES SHEPARD BRYAN, II
AGNES THERESA BUTLER
JOHN ANTHONY CANDELLA
JEFFREY A. CARLSON
SUSAN VIRGINIA CARLSON
MARGARET R. CARMOYD
KIM MICHAEL CABON
CHRISTINE CABROCCIA
SUSAN I. CARTER
JAMES ANTHONY CARUSELLO
BALTHAS AR CASCIERO
KAREN K. CHAMBERS
CARLA GALE CHENETTE
HERBERT ALVADO CHERRIER, III
MICHAEL J. CHOLEWA
ERIC ALSTON CHRISTENSON
JAMIE V. CHURCH
DAVID MICHAEL CIOFFI
JACQUELYN CLARK
BARBARA G. CLARKE
CHERYL L. CLENOTT
SANDRA JEANNE COCHRAN
PHILLIP MALONE CODY
JAMES MICHAEL COLLAR
JANET M. CONDRON
WENDY BERNIEA CONLAN
HEATHER CONTESSA
ALISON L. COOMBS
MARK A. COOPER
THOMAS A. COYLE, JR.
PAMELA J. CRAMER
KIM CRESSEY
JANICE A. CROWELL
KEITH R. CUDWORTH
NANCY E. CURTIS
WENDY L. CUSHMAN
ROBERT LANSER DECKMAN
PETE R. D'ELLOX
SARAH JANE DELANEY
PETER ANTHONY DELLASELVA
DINA H. DEMERS
RAYMOND EDWARD DENETTE
MARY P. DIINO
ALBINA M. DILKO
MARK S. DRAKE
ANDREW WILLIAM DRAKOS
DEBORAH SUE DUBAR
NEIL E. DUBRY
BRUCE C. DUBUC
MARGARET A. DUNN
DAVID GERARD DUMH
DENA LEE EKINS
EUGENE ESARES
IRVING W. FALLON, JR.
LOU ROCCO FATTARUSO
PAUL H. FEILE
JILL HAMMERSBERG FELY
MARINA JULIAN FIKET
LEON F. FINK
THOMAS GLENN FITZPATRICK
EARLE WOODMANSEE FLICK
KAREN A. FLOOD
KEVIN R. FLYNN
SUSAN ELIZABETH FOXALL
RICARDO AMANDO FRAZER
GROVER JOHN FUGATE
PETER EDWARD GAESWY
JOHN F. GABARAENTA
ROBIN E. GABFINKEL
MARILYN C. GEER
ROBERT MORGAN GEER, JR.
RICHARD C. GILBERT
GEORGE M. GILSON
DEBORAH JANE GLANTZ
JEFFREY ROBERT GORTON
KEVIN M. GRADY
BONNIE LEE GREAVES
MARTIN E. GREGER
MARK WAYNE GRENNAN
LINDA A. GUNN
TERESA KRISTYNA GUTOWSKI
JUDITH ANDERSON HAAG
MARK R. HAGNER
JENNIFER J. HALL
JANET EVELYN HARVEY
JANE P. HAWKES
LAWRENCE CHARLES HEEBNER
ROBERT PETER HEISHOLT
JEAN L. HESTON
ANN NORMANDY HICKEN
KATHRYN A. HOETTE
WILLIAM SCOTT HOTHKISS
DAVID J. HOWARD
MARK HOWARD
RICHARD KING HUBBARD
JOEL W. HURLEMAN
BARBARA L. HUOY
JOHN WINTON IMSWILER
DANIEL K. INOUYE
MARY L. IVES
STEVEN F. JACOVINO
VIRGINIA A. JAMES
PENELA L. KAY JARRETT
DOREEN ANN JEZEK
LANE DAVID JOHNSTON
SCOTT JOHNSON
STEPHANIE R. JOHNSON
THOMAS WILLIAM KALAL
DEBORAH E. KERSHAW
STEVEN ALAN KING
KAREN KINSELLA
ROBIN A. KIRSCHE
PATRICIA A. KLUCZNIK
DAVID ERNEST KRISTOFF
PETER RICHARD KROESSER
ANDRE KUCINSKAS
WALTER JOSEPH P. KUKULKA
RICHARD S. KULA
GREGORY A. KUYUMJIAN
JOSEPH F. KUZIKA, JR.
BRUCE DAVID LABRECQUE
AMY L. LA MONTA
FRED DENNIS LAMONI
DEBRA ANN LAVILLE
JANET MARIE LICESE
CAROLYN L. LOVELL
MICHAEL EDWIN LINK
MARY J. LIS
TED E. LOCKWOOD
DEBORAH A. LONG
EDMUNDS LUSSO
PATRICIA A. LYNCH
DORIS A. MACMILLAN
PAUL M. MAHALIK
MARY E. MANCHUCK
GUY T. MANZ
RICHARD J. MARGO
PETER HOWELL MATTE
KATHARINE N. McCabe
GEORGE ALFRED MCCLEARY 3RD
CHRISTINE D. McCoy
MARK D. McDonald
JANE E. McKinley
PAUSQUEL R. MEMBRINO
DELLA A. Merline
MARThA D. Metcalf
JACK VINCENT MezziO
ROBERT D. Michaud, Jr.
KAREN A. Miller
JOHN DENTON Minnick
JOAN G. Mirante
JOHN GERALD Morey
JILL E. Morse
MARK Kimball Moulton
MICHAEL Joseph Mulroy
SHARON Elizabeth Munsie
TERENCE Patrick Murphy
ROBERT A. Muska
Barbara A. Nelson
BRUCE M. Neufeld
PHILIP T. Newbury, Jr.
ROBERT GEORGE Nicholson
DAVID CARL Nielsen
NANCY A. Nowak
CYNTHIA Anne Ohnemus
ERIK Olmsted
ROBERT D. Olsen
PATRICIA A. Olsovsky
REGINA H. Orzechowski
ELLEN LOUISE Osmers
CORNELIA N. Packard
PAMELA A. Page
EVERETT S. PaINTER
THOMAS Papalardo
PHILIP S. Park
GEORGE Peregrin
PAUL M. Petrichenko
DAVID LARIN Pullman
FREderick Francis Quigley
PAUL Radi
MICHAEL C. Reeb
EDWARD G. Regner, Jr.
JANet Reedy
WILLIAM JOHN Remmer
RosAANNA Renzoni
DONALD L. Rigs
WAYNE R. Riley
DALE L. Roberts
PAULA A. Roog
DAVId N. Rosenberg
Katheryn L. Ross
ElIZABETH Madeleine Rourk
Daniel F. Salmon
MIchael P. Santori
SuSAN M. Scanlan
JANICE M. Schoene
ThAYer Elizabeth Scott
ROBERT D. Scovin
MARY E. Seegska
RICHARD W. Seebauer
Deirdre Janine Shaw
MIchael Sherman
WILLIAM ROBERT Shoaf
ROBERT Worden Simmons, III
PETER JOSEPH Skipper
SHEILA K. Slocum
RICHARD Glen Snyder
Katheryn Sokola
MARTIN E. soLOMON
JOSEPH F. Spellman
DIANA L. Squires
PETER Michael Starvish
JAMES S. Steadman
PATRICIA Mary Steele
PAmELA s. Stehle
LINDA Jo Stern
CHARLES Albert Stocker
ELIZABETH Anne Sullivan
DAVID Albert Swanson
JOEL Anthony Sweatte
DAVID Peter Szetela
MIchael D. Temple
ALEXANDER L. Thomson
WILLIAM E. thorne, Jr.
EMILY Alice Thorpe
STEPHEN alan Thurston
BARbara Firth Townsend
GAIL M. Tucker
DONalD W. Tutler
Kathleen Ellen Tulp
KAREN A. UrneZus
SUsan A. Valley
Cecilia D. Wadsworth
STEPHEN George Waschak
HAROLD A. Watson, Jr.
Laura Ann Wech
MARIA Chien-Mei wei
SUsan I. Weston
CHRISTINE E. Winger
CYNTHIA A. Witkowski
PETER A. wolf
SUsan E. wolf
KATHyRn Joan Wolski
Donna Grant Woolam
Nancy M. Worthington
Enid Yeager
MARCELLE M. Younes
DAVID M. Yurgen
Daniel Emil Zaicer
KEITH W. ZamborI
DIAna Lynn Zeiset
HELEN A. ZImmer
Laurie B. ZUkowski

With Distinction
PAMELA A. Page, in Environmental Horticulture
Cecilia D. Wadsworth, in Nutritional Sciences
CHRISTINE E. Winger, in Nutritional Sciences

With Honors
PETER D. Blauner, in Pre-Veterinary Medicine
RICARDO A. Frazer, in Environmental Horticulture

University Scholar
JUDITH ANDERSON Haag, in Nutritional Sciences
THE SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Bachelor of Science

JOSEPH ANTHONY ARRACHAUSKAS
DONNA F. BAJELIS
PEGGY I. BARBERO
DENISE M. BELLIEU
WENDY CONNOR BERNARD
JUDITH MARIE BLAKE
JANE M. BOUCHARD
DENISE THERESA BOURQUE
JOSEPH ANTHONY ARBACHAUSKAS
DONNA F. BAJELIS
PEGGY I. BARBERO
DENISE M. BELLIEU
WENDY CONNOR BERNARD
JUDITH MARIE BLAKE
JANE M. BOUCHARD
DENISE THERESA BOURQUE

With Distinction

JANE M. BOUCHARD, in Clinical Dietetics
EMMA L. CATALDI, in Clinical Dietetics
LYNN A. CORBEIL, in Physical Therapy
SHARON A. DEANE, in Physical Therapy
TERRY L. FRANKEL, in Physical Therapy
PATRICIA B. GARRISON, in Physical Therapy
ANNE M. HOWARD, in Physical Therapy

University Scholars

PAMELA A. CALDWELL, in Medical Technology

Maureen A. Malsch, in Physical Therapy
ELEANOR F. SULLIVAN
ROBERT THOMAS SULLIVAN
SUSAN WENIFRED SULLIVAN
RUTH L. SUNDSTROM
GEORGE A. SURFACE
JOSEPH G. SUSSINA
ROBERT E. SWEENEY, JR.
FRANCIS D. SYPECK
ROBERT P. SZYMANSKI
ROBERT B. TACKMAN
ROBERT M. TAYLOR, III
CRAG A. TIMEK
MELINDA ANN TISHLER
TAMARA F. TOROPILO
GEORGE TRANTALIS, II
SUSAN J. TSAKONAS
JANE A. TUCKER
GARY STEVEN TURCI
JOANNE TUTALO
NEAL M. UNGER
ARThUR JOHN VALLETTA, III
RICHARD DANA VAN STEENBURGH
DAVID WAYNE VARNER
ANTHONY MARLO VASILE
JOHN CRAIG VASSALLO
ROGER MATTHEW VERBYLA
GEORGE A. VERHEYEN
WILLIAM DOBWIN VERRASTRO
NANCY ANN VINCENT
ANDREW P. VISCO
SCOTT ALAN VOGLESONG
DAVID EDWIN WAITE
SUSAN P. WAITE
MICHAEL J. WALEWSKI
MARK S. WALLACH
WILLIAM M. WALSH
JOSEPH E. WALTERS
THOMAS WILLIAM WARNER
PATRICIA MARIE WARREN
STEPHEN WASILKOWICH, JR.
DAVID TODD WIESSROD
JOANNE M. WHITEHOUSE
DAVID SCOTT WILCOX
JOHN ANDREW WILLIAMSON
JOHN EDWARD WILLOUGHBY
WALTER EDMOND WISNIOWSKI
NANCY A. WUUK
KEVIN PATRICK WOJCIK
JOHN M. WOJTULEWICZ
MICHAEL ROBERT WOLFF
JONATHAN S. WOOD
JAMES E. WRINN
ROBERT PAUL YUDKIN
DONNA LYNN ZACCAGNINO
CAROL ANNE ZDROK
SCOTT M. ZIEGLER
JOHN A. ZIMINSKI
WAYNE ROBERT ZURA

With Distinction

STEPHEN ARNSTSEN, in Health Systems
ROBERT BLYTHE, in General Business Administration
JAMES T. BRIELMAN, in Finance
MICHELLE CALDERONE, in Accounting
STEPHEN A. CHAPLIN, in General Business Administration
WILLIAM G. CHENOWETH, in Manpower Management and Labor Relations
ROBERT J. DOMBI, in Accounting
CYNTHIA L. HARBOTTLE, in General Business Administration
PHILIP C. HIGERD, in General Business Administration
SHARON E. HINCHCLIFFE, in Finance
JUDITH KELLER, in Marketing
LAWRENCE J. LEGENZA, in General Business Administration
KATHLEEN M. MARSH, in General Business Administration
ROBERT E. MCGUINESS, in General Business Administration
JOEL L. SCHALLER, in General Business Administration
SUSAN M. SCHWARTZ, in Marketing
DAVID S. SOBREJAY, in Health Systems
ROBERT E. SWEENEY, JR., in General Business Administration
ROBERT P. YUDKIN, in Management Science

With Honors

CLINTON G. GARTIN, in Accounting
DAVID J. RUSSELL, in Accounting

University Scholars

CLINTON G. GARTIN, in Accounting
MARGARET E. MAYSHAR, in General Business Administration

Twelve
Graduates of the School of Education are required to have majors in their teaching fields. They, therefore, have dual commitments in the University. In the listing below, all students completed their majors in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

George H. Adams
William John Aitcheson, Jr.
Cynthia L. Anderson
Donna M. Andrade
Sophia Apazidis
Ronald R. Ayotte
Linda D. Bass
Gary Joseph Beloin
Keith Bieth
Andrea F. Bruno
Joan S. Cantor
Roberto Guillermo Carmona
Barbara Sue Chernoff
Robert Alphonse Cifrino
Margaret M. Coates
Costanza M. de Marco
Cheryl L. Decker
Regis M. Delaney
Louis A. DeLucia
Philip Raymond Drouin

Wanda Estrella
John L. Fauxbel
Karen S. Finnance
John Frederick Fulton
Kathleen A. Fusco
Susan Anne Gesualdi
Marguerite Ann Giguire
Cail L. Giordano
Clara Anne Greenfield
Douglas F. Haas
Janice Hamburger
Gary W. Hunt
Jessie A. King
Carlos Serafin Limontes
Kathleen Brainerd Madden
Diane G. Mandel
Eugenia M. Marena
Karen A. Mercier
Keith J. Michon

Kevin J. Miller
Virginia Louise Murray
Carolyn Joyce Orsini
Abby Osman
Susan Mary Pope
Josephine Marie Rinaldi
Lydia Rodriguez
Lesley Carol Rowe
Anthony J. Salvatore
Virginia B. Salzer
Rita A. Solomon
John Herbert Sturman
Deborah C. Suarez
Gregory Clayton Tarbell
Stella Tarzia
Nancy Morelli Thomson
Martha R. Wesilus
Beverly J. Wysocki
Gretchen L. Wystrach
Stephanie M. Zarbo

Thirteen
Graduates of the School of Education are required to have majors in their teaching fields. Therefore, many have dual commitments in the University. In the listing below, each student’s major is indicated.

**THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION**

**Bachelor of Science**

Denise Elaine Cologne, Music Education
Bruce Victor Corsino, Music Education
Mary Ann M. Costanzo, Elementary Education
Barbara White Gremens, Elementary Education
Anna J. Czajkowskl, Special Education
Judith C. Dayner, Rehabilitation Services
Sheryl A. DeCaprio, Mathematics
Debra A. Demers, Physical Education
LouAnn Devlin, Special Education
Marc Anthony DiFabrio, Recreational Service Education
Michael C. DiOrio, History
Richard P. DiPietro, Recreational Service Education
Michael Scott Dodge, Physical Education
Diane D. Dorsey, Elementary Education
Lee Alan Drake, Physical Education
Priscilla Drake, Elementary Education
Audrey M. Drinks, Elementary Education
Thomas C. Duffy, Music Education
Kimberley Dumouchel, Elementary Education
Elizabeth J. Dunay, Elementary Education
Amy Susan Dunn, Elementary Education
Joanne Dunn, Physical Education
Ruth A. Eichner, Home Economics Education
Christine Sue Elwell, Special Education
Peter J. Emanuel, Jr., Music Education
Deborah L. Enamait, Home Economics Education
Maeghan Julia Fazio, Rehabilitation Services
Kathleen Mary Flahive, Rehabilitation Services
Frances Ruth Flint, Elementary Education
Dawn M. Florek, Chemistry
Sharon Eileen Fooney, Physical Education
Sally Ann Frazee, Recreational Service Education
Jean M. Francis, Elementary Education
Elaine R. Gale, Special Education
Stephen A. Gaspar, Music Education
Carol A. Cebbie, Rehabilitation Services
Ronald Robert Giordano, Biological Sciences
Mary B. Gleaton, Business Education
Arlene P. Goldberg, Elementary Education
Lorraine Beth Goldstein, Home Economics Education
Marcie G. Gordon, Rehabilitation Services
Denise Lou Goros, Rehabilitation Services
Margaret Francis Gorra, Recreational Service Education
Michael Ian Grainsky, Physical Education
Carolyn Barbara Grant, German
Katherine S. Green, Elementary Education
Risa R. Greenspon, Special Education
Laurie J. Grele, Elementary Education
Gail Holt Griswold, Home Economics Education
Arthur Frederick Guertin, Physical Education
Leona Susan Gwadauskas, Recreational Service Education
Susan J. Hall, Home Economics Education
THOMAS E. HALZACK, Elementary Education
MAUREEN M. HANLEY, Mathematics
APRIL KINNIE HANSEN, Elementary Education
KATHLEEN A. HART, Health Education
PATRICIA SUE HEATON, Elementary Education
MARY LEE HELMERICH, Elementary Education
ROBIN LEE HENRY, Music Education
FREDDY HERNANDEZ, Physical Education
EDWARD ALBERT HERON, Rehabilitation Services
MARK S. HILLYER, Recreational Service Education
STEPHEN J. HODSON, Business Education
PETER KEMP HOLMES, Physical Education
NATALIE L. HOLOTA, Elementary Education
CHERYL M. HORNE, Special Education
KATHLEEN JOY HUBER, Elementary Education
SANDRA L. HULING, Elementary Education
RALPH MCCALLUM INGRAHAM, Music Education
FRANTZ INNOCENT, Physical Education
DAVID JOSEPH IZZO, Recreational Service Education
JERRY ALAN JAMES, Physical Education
DONNA M. JAMRO, Recreational Service Education
NITOLE MARY JANIK, Elementary Education
PARKER ARTUR JENKI, Business Education
THOMAS R. PELECKZARSKI, Elementary Education
DIANNA MARIE KELLY, Home Economics Education
JAY HOWARD MACKO, Home Economics Education
JANET LYNCH, Elementary Education
JOLLAN PAUL LAVERTY, Elementary Education
BARBARA K. LAMBERT, Elementary Education
MARY JANE KUBECK, Elementary Education
KATHERINE A. KUBASEK, Elementary Education
ALICE M. KROLL, Home Economics Education
JOYCE S. KRAYBILL, Home Economics Education
JOAN E. KUHAR, Music Education
MAUREEN M. KUHAR, Music Education
BARBARA K. KURLEW, Elementary Education
KATHLEEN A. KURASEK, Elementary Education
MARY JANE KUSECK, Music Education
BARBARA K. LAMBERT, Special Education
LORRAINE IRENE LAMY, Home Economics Education
JOHN PAUL LAVERY, Elementary Education
BARBARA LAWSON, Elementary Education
SUZANNE JO LEAVER, Elementary Education
CHARLES JOSEPH LIEBEN, Music Education
DEBORAH SUE LINDBERG, Home Economics Education
SYE E. LIPSCOMB, Recreational Service Education
DEBORAH LOUISE LOGAN, Recreational Service Education
DEBORAH KEELEY LUCZAI, Music Education
PETER J. LUKASIEWSKI, Special Education
MARY BAILEY LUNI, Mathematics
JANET LYNCH, Home Economics Education
JAY HOWARD MACO, History
JOHN C. MAGLISOCCO, Special Education
JUSTINA BALBONI MAGLISOCCO, Special Education
SUSAN J. MAIN, Home Economics Education
JERYL L. MALCHIODI, Agricultural Education
MARSHA E. MANN, Elementary Education
CYNTHIA ANN MARTIN, Rehabilitation Services
CYNTHIA J. MAYER, Home Economics Education
SANDRA J. MCALDUFF, Special Education
ANGELA CESALDO MCCABE, Elementary Education
LAURA CATHERINE McCracken, Home Economics Education
WILLIAM J. McGUAN, Special Education
BARBARA A. MCILWAIN, Elementary Education
GAIL H. MCKINSTER, Health Education
LYNNE M. McLAURIN, Mathematics
DEBRA L. MCREDMOND, Elementary Education
MARLA COLLEEN MEAGHER, Physical Education
GARY PAUL MEDEIROS, Recreational Service Education
VICKI A. MITTLEMAN, Special Education
KATHERINE L. MORRISON, Elementary Education
LORRAINE C. MOSKIEWICZ, Home Economics Education
PAMELA J. MUDGET, Elementary Education
SANDRA LOUISE MUZYCKA, Mathematics
JAMES D. NARDINE, Music Education
CHRISTOPHER O'BRIEN, Special Education
SARAH E. FORD O'BRIEN, Recreational Service Education
SUSAN O'BRIEN, Biological Sciences
MARGARET PAUL ONOFRE, Music Education
JOHN THOMAS PALADINO, Physical Education
MARY A. PARADISE, Home Economics Education
SUSAN E. PARKS, English
LYNNE A. PATROS, Elementary Education
CHRISTINE M. PAVELKA, Elementary Education
KAREENA D. PEDERSEN, Rehabilitation Services
THOMAS R. PELZLARS, Physical Education
GERALDINE RICH PETERSON, Home Economics Education
ANNE P. PHELAIN, Elementary Education
RICHARD A. PILLSBURY, Mathematics
TERRI E. POLINSKY, Home Economics Education
SUSAN MICHLELE PONS, Elementary Education
ELIZABETH PRZUZINSKI, Mathematics
LYNNE M. PYSZKOWSKY, Recreational Service Education
LARRY RACHLEFF, Music Education
DEBORAH A. RALLS, Elementary Education
DEBRA SUSAN RENSON, Recreational Service Education
MARTANNE C. RESKA, Recreational Service Education
KAREN M. RICHARDSON, Physical Education
CARYN L. RICHTER, Rehabilitation Services
GARY W. RIDGWAY, Elementary Education
JANICE ELLEN RINK, Physical Education
RAYMOND L. RIVERA, Rehabilitation Services
ROSE M. ROBICHAUD, Special Education
JACKEL A. ROBINSON, Music Education
MARC PETER ROBINSON, English
FRANCIS EDWARD ROCHE, Physical Education
PAULA R. ROGERS, Elementary Education
CRAIG ANDREW RONCAIOI, Special Education
SUSAN M. ROSSI, English
LINDA LOU RUSSO, Recreational Service Education
LUCY B. RYAN, Home Economics Education
DEBORAH J. RYDER, Rehabilitation Services
THOMAS P. SABATELLI, Elementary Education
LOYD THOMAS SALSIBURY, Music Education
LUCILLE M. SAMSON, Music Education
LYNN ROBINSON SCHOPPAUL, Recreational Service Education
STEVEN B. SCHULTZ, Elementary Education
BETH R. SCHWARTZ, Elementary Education
DARRYL W. SCHWARTZ, Physical Education
LAURIE E. SEDLACEK, Special Education
BARBARA J. SENK, Music Education
Mark A. Senofonte, Physical Education
Colleen Marie Shannon, Physical Education
Linda M. Shannon, Biological Sciences
Beth M. Shapero, Home Economics Education
John Dexter Sherman, Jr., English
Adam B. Simon, Physical Education
Dorothy F. Smith, Rehabilitation Services
Francis J. Smith, Elementary Education
Nancy J. Smith, Elementary Education
Charles Alonzo Smith, Jr., Physical Education
Karen E. Speltz, Elementary Education
Marilyn Ann Stadalius, Chemistry
Lisa R. Stauffer, Home Economics Education
Debra L. Stolle, History
Lynn Hope Straitton, Rehabilitation Services
Donna J. Stuenkel, Elementary Education
Susan Marie Susco, Special Education
Mark G. Tangarone, Elementary Education
Jack William Taylor, Physical Education
Jean M. Taylor, Rehabilitation Services
Mary Ellen Taylor, Physical Education
Linda Marie Thompson, Rehabilitation Services
Joanne M. Tichon, Home Economics Education
Nicholas C. Tomatulo, English
Joseph Nicholas Torre, Recreational Service Education
Cheryl Ann Tracy, Music Education
Leonidas Tsantiris, Physical Education
Janis Elizabeth Underwood, Home Economics Education
Janet K. Veal, Elementary Education
Maria Vija Viju, Music Education
Robert James Vimin, Agriculture Education
Gail P. Walker, History
Mary C. Walsh, Rehabilitation Services
Beverly S. Warner, Physical Education
Joanne White, Physical Education
Richard Kirk White, Physical Education
Carly L. Woesken, Elementary Education
Louise G. Woods, Special Education
Drue A. Woodside, Elementary Education
Nancy J. Yelesen, Elementary Education
Gerald F. Yoo, Elementary Education
Linda Mae Yudowitch, Music Education
Thomas S. Zanzal, Music Education

With Distinction

Robin S. Blank, in Physical Education
Jeffrey W. Brameier, in Physical Education
Janice G. Carter, in Physical Education
Jill M. Coleman, in Rehabilitation Services
Marcie G. Gordon, in Rehabilitation Services
Clara A. Greenfield, in English Education
Katherine A. Kubasak, in Elementary Education
Lorraine I. Lamcy, in Home Economics Education
Kathleen L. Morrison, in Elementary Education
Lynne A. Patros, in Elementary Education
Lynne M. Pyszkowski, in Recreational Service Education
Karen M. Richardson, in Physical Education
Linda Russo, in Recreational Service Education
Deborah J. Rydern, in Rehabilitation Services
Beth R. Schupack, in Elementary Education
Mark A. Senofonte, in Physical Education
Colleen M. Shannon, in Physical Education
Nancy J. Smith, in Elementary Education
Beverly S. Warner, in Physical Education

With Honors

Sarah M. Adams, in Special Education
Laurel A. Biechel, in Home Economics Education
Teresa A. Bobba, in Special Education
Denise E. Colonne, in Music Education
Vicki A. Mittleman, in Special Education
Pamela J. Mudgett, in Elementary Education
Rose M. Robichaud, in Special Education

University Scholar

Laurie J. Grele, in Elementary Education

Sixteen
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Robert Mark Albrecht
James D. Aldrich
Stanley Alexander, Jr.
Sebastian A. Amenta
Lawrence Joseph Babriei
Richard Christian Barros
John P. Bartoletti
Richard C. Basquin
Jerome E. Beauchamp
William Nelson Bebél
John V. Bignelli
Stanley P. Blitzkowski
Roy M. Bobowick
Bruce A. Bodnar
Ross Franklin Vincent James Boland
Chris Alan Bonner
Jane M. Borowicz
Michael T. Boyle
John W. Braue, III
C. William Brewer
Neil C. Brickley
Archibald Robert Brown
Earl J. Brown
Thomas E. Brown
John Andersen Brownhhsc, Jr.
Gary William Bucht
John Joseph Burkhardt, Jr.
David M. Burns
Louis Anthony Butera, Jr.
William A. Campbell
Joseph P. Carbone, Jr.
John Francis Carey
Paul A. Carmody
Paul J. Carter
Ronald P. Casassa
Lucian Peter Cesca
Steve Robert Chachakis
Donald R. Chamberlain
Phillip J. Chimieleksi
Rocco G. Ciesco
Victor William Civie
Jeffrey J. Coppola
Steven G. Coboraim
Gerald P. Cosgrove
Wayne Henry Coste
James V. Cozzolongo
Brian Christopher Curtis
John Pereira DaSilva
James Louis Davidson
Richard E. Davidson
Antonio Manuel C. De Figueiredo
Bruce M. Decker
Martin H. G. Deeg
Brian C. DeLargen
George Roger Dewey
Stanley E. Dlugolenski, Jr.
Mary Catherine Dombrowski
Frank N. Domeisen
Joel S. Douglas
Leslie H. Dow, III
David L. Drake
Jeff L. Duffany
Peter J. Dutko, Jr.
Louis A. Ezzo
Donald Anthony Finocchio
Peter Allen Fisher
Brian James Fleming
Bruce A. Fleming
Rosemary Forbes
John F. Forino
Alfred J. Francis
Michel Renee Francoeur
Robert J. Franko
Peter Edward Gaewsky
Jeffrey Neal Galin
Ronald R. Gamache
David P. Catzen
John B. Generoux
George G. Gernert, II
John F. Gyger
William Matthew Gerhard
James J. Giarratana
Stephen Joseph Giarratana
Roger Johnstone Gilman
Bobby L. Giroux
Brian J. Gollaher
Michael F. Grabarek
Douglas G. Gregor
Carol A. Greiner
Joseph Herman Groeber, Jr.
Jeffrey Allen Grossholz
William R. Grundmann
Randall G. Guay
John Anthony Cudone
John R. Gunn
Jon L. Halasz
John A. Halkias
Daniel L. Hamel
John M. Harmon
Ernest L. Harrington, II
Mary F. Haughton
Drae E. Hayden
Michael J. Heldmann
Aidan Brian Hinchcliffe
Marvin R. Hlynka
Stephen Francisc Hudak
Robert William Hyde
Richard A. Iderosa
Mark C. Ireland
Stanley C. Janik
Scott Allan Jankovich
Mark A. Jeske
Craig Bodmer Johnson
Kenneth Wayne Johnson
Brian Carter Jones
Peter F. Justin
Edward F. Kaeser, Jr.
David Kaiser
Gerald William Kania
Sheehan M. Katz
Charles Khoobvab
David R. Kellingbeck
Robert Daniel Klapatch
Mark S. Knowles
John N. Kohut
Joseph Steven Kollmar
Christopher J. Kotulske
James Joseph Kulikowski
David A. Lamberti
Robert J. Langellotti
Andrew F. Laredo
Gary C. Lau
John S. Laudano
Susan Carol Lay
Pauline M. LeBlanc
Walter Owens Lee, Jr.
Paul R. Lehto
Peter Lombruni
Manuel C. H. Lopes
Bruce F. Maco
Joseph Maddock
Stephen Anthony Maguire
William A. Marshall, Jr.
Donald John Massoni
James M. Mazanowski
Robert James McDermott
Patrick Michael McGill
Robert Scott Miller
Dennis Edward Mitchell
Bernard M. Molaskey
John J. Molnar
Frederick W. Morris, Jr.
Robert Francis Morrison
Douglas E. Mowell
Anthony P. Negri
Robert A. Nebiott
W. Andrew Noakowski
Thomas E. Nosal
Patrick M. O'Connell
David S. Oliver
Martin H. Opitz
Thomas J. Pazik
Mark Douglas Perlot
John Rocco Petruccelli
Brian David Phelan
Francis O. Planke
Mark Matthew Pierson
Benjamin Anthony Piteo, III
Thomas G. Pitera
Warren A. Pond, Jr.
Martin Carl Poole
Joseph J. Pow
Derick W. Pray
Stanley Zachary Pych
Robert B. Rakowski
James P. Rappacki
Brett Leon Rekola
Terrence R. Reynolds

Seventeen
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY

With Distinction

JANE M. BOROWICZ, in Chemical Engineering
PAUL A. CARMODY, in Mechanical Engineering
MARY C. DOMBROWSKI, in Chemical Engineering

With Honors

JAMES D. ALDRICH, in Civil Engineering
CHRIS A. BONNER, in Electrical Engineering
JEFF L. DUFFANY, in Electrical Engineering
MICHEL R. FRANCOEUR, in Computer Science/Electrical Engineering

University Scholars

JAMES D. ALDRICH, in Civil Engineering
JEFF L. DUFFANY, in Electrical Engineering
MICHEL R. FRANCOEUR, in Computer Science/Electrical Engineering

EIGHTEEN
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

GREGORY JAY ALLEN
CANDACE BEACH ALLYN
LISA AMOLS
GEORGE F. ARMANTANO
SUSAN ARSENAULT
MARY GILL ASHTON
SUSAN ROBIN BASS
KAREN L. BIMONTE
LEONARD PRESTON BLANKS, JR.
CURTIS D. BOHLEN
RICHARD LOUIS BOWNE
KIMBERLEY E. BRASH
RUTA IRENA BRAZALUSKAS
CATHY M. BROWN
ROBERT L. BUONOCCORE
BEVERLY L. BURKS
SPRING JANE BURRINGTON
NANCY E. BURROUGH
PAMELA H. CAREW
LISA M. CAREIGLIA
JOAN MARIA CARPER
DIANNE CHASE CASSIDY
MARGARET CLIFF
JOHN D. CREAMINS
BRUCE L. CROCKER
LYNNE M. CULLEN
SUE E. CURTIS
DIANA D'AGOSTINO
MICHAEL DEFRANCESCO
KATHLEEN M. DEMEO
ROBIN A. DOUGLAS
THALLIA ANN DRUNSC
JILL L. DUBOFF
JOSEPH J. DUFFY
JON B. ENGLISH
LYNN A. EWSING
KEVIN ROBERT FALL
STANLEY JOSEPH FEDER
MARIAN FEDERSPIEL

KATHLEEN A. FERRIS
VALERIE A. FIEDERLEIN
SUZANNE FISCHER
KATHLEEN MARY FLEIG
SUSAN COFFEY FROST
JANINE P. GELINEAU
JOAN A. GIBSON
SUSAN M. GILBERT
CHARLES FRANCIS GRABAREK
JOHN T. GREENE
GEORGE K. HAGEL
HOLLY J. HAMBLETON
SUSAN M. HANNIFORD
SUSAN H. HANNON
CORINNE COMSTOCK HOBBS
MEREDITH HORN
MARY-ELLEN V. JACKSON
MIA R. JACOB
LEE KATHERINE JOHNSON
ELIZABETH H. JONES
JOHN KERRY KELLY
DAWN ODETTE KING
ROBERT D. KING
MADALENE ORSINI KOSTEK
LAURIE CYNTHIA LANG
ABBY K. LAZEROW
CHARLES JOSEPH LIGNELI
GAIL K. MacILVAIN
DEBRA A. MATHEW
JEFFREY S. MATSON
BRENDA MARY MATTRELLA
PAUL BRIAN McCULLEN
SHEILA ANN McMANUS
MARYLYNNE MENTURWECK
BLAKE THOMPSON MILNE
KAREN A. MONSON
JOY M. MORTARI
JOSEPH PETER MOSKWA
EDWARD J. MROWKA
SHARON NAMNOUN

JOSEPH JOHN NAROWSKI
JOAN ANN NASSIFF
PATRICIA L. O'BRIEN
THOMAS G. O'BRIEN, III
COLLEEN ANNE O'CONNOR
VIRGINIA PECK PASY
JOANNE M. PATITAYNA
MARGOT A. PETRIN
LEONARD A. PIASECKNY
PESSILLA A. POREDA
JANET LYN RASCOE
JOAN G. RATNER
GARY ROBINSON
JANE MEREDITH ROCHE
NORMAN D. ROSENSWIG
JAN B. ROSENTHAL
CARL ALBERT ROSSI
MARY GRACE ROSSI
DOUGLAS JOSEPH SAMARA
MARY JANE SCOTTON
JOHN L. SEAMAN, JR.
ELIZABETH ANNE SKODA
ELEANOR WIGHT STEPHAN
ANN FIORE SYFFER
LOIS M. TURNER
CINDY JAY UNGEWITTER
ADA ELLEN USTJANAUSKAS
MARC V. VANASSE
EUGENIA VASSILIEV
KAREN VICTOR
MARLON V. VOLPE
MARCARET L. WALKER
BARBARA CAIL WALLACE
DEBRA J. WALSH
BRUCE GLENN WEIGOLD
HELEN S. WELCHER
JACLYN E. WHITE
ALVIN MCKINLEY WILKERS
JERI LYNN YEAGER

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

JOHN CHARLES CARPENTER
NANNETTE CICCHETTI
JANICE G. EATON
SUSAN CAROL FONTAINE
STANLEY MICHAEL GEIDEL

JOSEPH ALAN HOMELSON
ROBERT A. JANAS
DAVID MOSHER KELLY
MARY JANE KUBECK
MELINDA J. MCKENZIE
JOHN A. MONTANARI

WILLIAM J. MYERS
MARSHALL PAUL ONOFRIO
RALPH H. REDDICK
GREGORY R. SWEENEY
GREGORY S. WOODWARD

With Distinction

SPRING J. BURRINGTON, in General Program in Dramatic Art

With Honors

JANICE G. EATON, in Applied Music

SUSAN C. FONTAINE, in Music Theory

University Scholar

SUSAN H. HANNON, in General Program in Dramatic Art

Nineteen
THE SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS AND FAMILY STUDIES

Bachelor of Science

Grace A. Adams
Anna C. Aleandro
Mary-Beth Almeida
Mary Ambrose
Debra Mae Anderson
John W. Anderson, II
Tracey Lynn Andrews
Virginia L. Anton
Mary Ellen Archambault
Joan E. Asher
Renee S. Assmar
Elyse B. Ball
Patricia L. Bell
Kim E. Bennett
Donna B. Black
Linda June Blinn
Michael J. Bombara
Paula M. Brancati
Ann M. Bryant
Mary Bukowski
Mary E. Bongione
Mary-Alice Burack
Cheryl A. Butts
Cheryle S. Caplan
Carol M. Capristo
Valentina Cleopatra Cargos
Barbara Ann Carrah
Mary Lee Carroll
Claire Cesca
Susan L. Chiel
Lori Leigh Cobb
Marian Linda Collette
Patricia M. Curtin
Frederick Cwila, Jr.
Lynn Ann Cynar
Deborah Louise Daddio
Laurie A. Daniello
Diane L. DePaolis
Candace F. Deramian
Deborah Ann Derleth
Gail Mary Devito
Lisa Kay Duffield
Diane Mary Dumcius
Dori Jean Dworschek
Patricia A. Dwyer
Carolyn B. Eckert
Laurie A. Elston
Libbeth A. Estebeld
Nancy S. Feinson
Margaret L. Fidrych
Leslie M. Fonsh
Cynthia A. Francis
Charlotte Eleanor Franks
Mary Ellen Galante
Diane E. Garland
Kathleen M. Gilbride
Susan Lynne Glass
Cynthia Joan Goodburn
Marsha F. Goldberg
Janice A. Grabowski
Evelyn Marguerite Greene
Kathleen A. Griffin
Beverly Neleber Groobert
Ellen M. Gross
Bernice E. Grossman
Mary Louise Hall
Laura Curtis Hannon
Jill Edwina Hanson
Patricia A. Hartnett
Christian K. Hazen
Karen Mendyka Heebner
Kathleen J. Heissler
Holly W. Henion
Gary Philip Horen
Carol A. Jackson
Sandra A. Jones
Janet Marie Kaczmarczyk
Barbara Jean Kaluza
Victoria A. Kimmel
Susan J. Kimmel
Pamela Mae Knapp
Debra Anne Knightly
Barbara A. Kolinozsky
Mary Cava Kornanik
Debra K. Kosak
Diane E. Krasa
Karen Victoria Kuchta
Karen Frances Kutno
Michele Ann Lasala
Allan Lester
Suzanne A. Levesque
Deborah Marie Lewis
Kathleen A. Lyons
Joseph Francis Maciorowski, Jr.
Ann Shirley Martin
Catherine Mary Mcavoy
Sally A. McBready
Mary Lynn McCafferty
Mary Elizabeth McDermott
Debra J. McDowell
Nancy Farrall McEnroe
Carol Alice McGilvray
Judith Marie McLauglin
Carolyn Louise McMurby
Kristine Marie Meenan
Ursula Beschler Melady
Kathleen A. Miles
Judith E. Millette
Carol E. Mosuk
Marjorie J. Moobes
Candace Morgenstein
Nancy E. Murrcan
Wendy Jan Myers
Laura C. Neal
Debra J. Negele
Mary L. Nims
Mary Lynn Nori
Joanne M. Obsini
Jeanette Paggioli
Patricia A. Panuczak
Kathie Rae Peluso
Mary Ann Pernal
Patricia Pescatello
Laurel A. Pikula
Susan Marie Pinder
Deborah Jean Platt
Kathy Lynn Pol
Deborah J. Post
Patricia M. Reen
Janet M. Reichele
John J. Reilly
Kathryn A. Reineke
Carol Ann Rosa
Nancy L. Rose
Tera Jane Rusconi
Janet E. Ryan
Melanie Sanchez
Donna M. Sanchini
Irma Sanchi
Celeste Teresa Santee
Cheryl B. Santogatta
Amanda D. Saunders
Diane Allyson Saunders
Marybeth Scopelitis
Lynn Elaine Seely
Rita S. Seifert
Carol G. Shaw
Susan Heidi Shaw
Andrew J. Siegel
Arden C. Singer
Nancy C. Smeth
Anna S. Smith
Anne Elizabeth Smith
Carol Joan Smith
Kenneth William Special
Andrea Dale Sperber
Patricia Ellen Gref Stanton
Michelle Stephanie
Bonnie L. Stott
Holly L. Studen
Donna J. Swedon
Sandra A. Swidner
Susan A. Switchenko
Gilda L. Thompson
Gladys Traverse
Donna M. Trentalance
Karin L. VanDeusen
Georgia Velezis
Judith Ann Voegtle
Ellen Margaret Vogt
Phyllis Ann Walent
Margaret M. Webb
Shelley A. Weidl
Carole A. White
Cheryl Leslie Whiteside
Jill Arlene Wilson
Heidi Winston

Twenty
With Distinction

TRACY ANDREWS, in Design and Resource Management
PATRICIA L. BELL, in Design and Resource Management
CANDACE F. DERANIAN, in Design and Resource Management
DEBORAH A. DERLETH, in Design and Resource Management
BARBARA A. KOLINOFSKY, in Design and Resource Management
KAREN V. KUCHTA, in Design and Resource Management
MARY ANNE MCDERMOTT, in Human Development and Family Relations
DEBRA J. MCDOWALL, in Design and Resource Management
JEANETTE PAGGIOLI, in Design and Resource Management
CELESTE T. SANTEE, in Design and Resource Management
DIANE A. SAUNDERS, in Human Development and Family Relations
SANDRA A. SWIDER, in Human Development and Family Relations
MARGARET M. WEBB, in Human Development and Family Relations
HEIDI C. WINSTON, in Human Development and Family Relations

With Honors

VIRGINIA L. ANTON, in Human Development and Family Relations
MARY CAVA KORMANIK, in Foods and Nutrition
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS

SAMUEL J. ABEILLE
CARY D. ABRAHAM
JILL A. ACKERMAN
SUSAN CAROL AINSWORTH
JOHN G. ALBERT
NANCY ALEXIAN
MARY R. ALLEN
VICTOR ALICEA
JAMES B. ALLIMENA
CAROL J. ALLEN
MARTHA B. ALLEN
PATRICIA MARIE ALLEN
RAYMOND J. ALLETTO
THOMAS M. ALLING
DAVID ALBERT ALLISON
CINDY S. ALMQUIST
JANE E. AMBROZAITIS
RUSSELL EARL AMENDE
WILLIAM J. AMODEO, JR.
LUCILLE THERESE ANCTIL
BRYAN N. ANDERSON
JON W. ANDERSON
KATHLEEN A. ANDRE
PAUL ANGELOFF
GARY C. ARAUJO
DAVID H. ARMEN
KIM JACQUELINE ARNOLD
EDWARD TYRONE ABBOTT
BACHELOR OF ARTS
CHRISTINE MARIE BECKER
JOSEPH BECKER
LINDA E. BECKER
DAVID BRIAN BEFFA-NECRINI
DIANE G. BEGGS
ARTHUR R. BELANGER
MARK STEVEN BELLIN
LAURA A. BENARRO
BARBARA A. BENDER
ANN MARIE BENNETT
NEALE SUSAN BENNETT
ERIC RICHARD BENSON
KAREN ELAINE BENSON
PAUL WILLIAM BETTS
SUSAN ELIZABETH BIONDO
MARTEN JOHN BIRD
LISA B. BIRKBAUM
KENNETH MARK BISULCA
JEANETTE MARY BLACUZ
GEORGE MICHAEL BLANCHETTE
DEBRA ANN BLEACHER
DAVID M. BLIZZARD
RITA DENISE BLONIARZ
ROBERT WILLIAM BLYTHE
CAROL ANN BODINE
RONALD G. BOISVERT
MARTHA J. BORKOWSKI
NANCY NARCISA BORRERO
ALLAN P. BOSSOLI
CLAIRE LORRAINE BOUCHARD
JOHN MORGAN BOWEN
SETH SAUL BOYNICK
JOSEPH EDWARD BRADY
SALVATORE ANTHONY BRAMANTE
CANDICE HAVEN BRANNICK
PATRICIA I. BRAY
PHILIP ALBERT BRAZASKI
WILLIAM P. BRENNAN, JR.
BARBARA ELIZABETH BRIDGES
LYNNE DIANE BRILLIANT
STEPHEN C. BRIGITI
JEFFREY F. BROADBENT
SUE ELLEN BROMBERG
CHRISTINE PERNERSON BROWN
LYNNE S. BROWN
KATHRYN A. BROWN
KATHRYN HARIES BROWN
LAUREN FAYE BROWN
NORMA C. BROWN
KATHRYN GRACE BRUNELLE
ARTHUR MARK BRUSKIN
CHARLES ODEL BRYANT
JEAN ESTELLE BUFFHAM
MARTIN J. BUCHANAN
AMY BETH BURMAN
BRUCE GEOFFREY BURNHAM
MICHAEL C. BURSZTYN
PAULA BUSH
WILSON P. BUSICK

Mark S. BUTTERWORTH
Carol Anne CALDWELL
Pamela Ann CALDWELL
Michael V. CALLI
Amy L. CAMPBELL
Pasquale J. CANNATA
Frank P. CANNATelli
David S. CANTOR
Jeanne D. CANTRELL
Dennis Paul CANTY
Mark R. CAPEL
John L. CARBONNEAU, Jr.
Geraldine M. CARDELO
Linda L. CARL
Kenneth Robert CARLTON
David A. CARLSON
David H. CARLSON
Dawn Vivian CARLSON
Richard STUART CARLSON
CATHY A. CARNIGHT
LINDA A. CARPINI
Eileen Frances CARTER
Michael E. CARTER
Daria C. CARUSO
Steven Howard CASMAN
THOMAS M. CASOLA
William P. CAVAUNAUGH
NANCY ANN CEDRO
Mary Theresa CERMOLA
Domenic Anthony CESSARIO
Robert F. CHAGNON
NANCY MARIE CHAPAR
DEBORAH S. CHERNIAK
Harold J. CHERRY
Thomas CHIAPPETTA
Susan M. CHINATTI
George J. CHOMIC, Jr.
Karen R. CHORNEY
Anthony CHARLEKLO, Jr.
VICTOR WILLIAM CIVIE
Jane E. CLABAUGH
Michael F. CLAPS
HESTON C. CLAPP
John F. CLARK
Maryanne E. CLARK
Gail Cecilia CLARKSON
Dorian J. CLEMENT
Bonnie L. CLINTON
Patricia Jean COCHLIN
Paul J. COHEN
Patricia Anne CONGELINI
Ruth C. COLLIER
Linda Marie COLLINS
Emma COLON
Robert A. CONNORS
Denise Susanne CONRAD
David MORRISON COOMBS
John A. COOPER
MICHELE Rose COPOLO
David Joshua COSGROVE

Twenty-two
Twenty-three
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES

Bachelor of Science

Neil C. Aiello, II
John F. Allen, Jr.
Manuel Almacro, Jr.
Peter L. Anderson
Robert Lowell Ashley
John R. Audett, III
Marlene Sue Badrick
Craig H. Bagley
James H. Bahre
Clinton T. Baldwin
Leon Francis Baltrucci
Roy L. Barbero
Carlos Manuel Barriosnuevo
Michael A. Babby
Rocco P. Baslica
Barbara J. Bassett
Daniel A. Bates
Sarah E. Bates
Brian H. Bauer
William J. Baylis
John H. Becemann
Danielle Bellavance

Rebecca R. Benedict
William Stendahl Berg
Joseph Norman Bernadino, Jr.
Joel J. Bernstein
William A. Bilodeau
Kenneth Mark Bisulca
Charles D. Bizilj, Jr.
Anne D. Blackburn
Robert G. Bocosian
Michael J. Bohan
Garvin Gerald Boudle
Nannette M. Bouliais
Paul Peter Bourbeau
Alfred Thomas Boya
Patrick F. Bowe
Emily H. Boyle
Christopher Howard Bradley
Daniel C. Bradly
Thomas Franz Braun
Doreen R. Wilson Brennann
Philip L. Brooks
Christopher Raymond Burnham

Lori B. White
Jeffrey Lee Whitesell
Bernard Mark Whitmore
Emily Curry Whittemore
Susan Ruth Whittwell
Richard D. Wilber
Steven R. Wildstein
Michael K. Wilkinson
Brendan Edward Williams
John William Wilson
Lisa Karen Wilson
Margaret C. Wilson
Paul C. Wilusz
Paul Joseph Wolfe
Vicki A. Wollkind
Kevin David Wolter
Clare Gabrielle Wood
Charles F. Woodruff
Heyward Woodward
Theodore Woznicki, Jr.
Mark M. Wrenn
Martin E. Wutsch
Paola Marie Yongkunas
Stephanie Lynn Yuchnyk
Caren Teri Zaging
Stephen W. Zakrewnski
Eric J. Zanghi
Judith Zaremba
Charlene M. Zartarian
Sanford Wynn Zeitz
Monica A. Zelazny
Edward A. Zelinsky, Jr.
Kim Jo-Ann Zokowski

Frances A. Bystry
Terry W. Cantlin
Mary Elizabeth Caponera
David V. Capra
Allan C. Carmichael
Joan Ann Chmole
Alfred Stanley Chizan
James Michael Chuphek
Nancy Margaret Cliff
Lawrence Steven Cohen
Roy Ian Cohen
Linda S. Cohn
Michael G. Colacino
Daniel C. Cole
Salvatore Colucci, Jr.
Susan Marie Cook
Steven J. Cornell
Pedro J. Correa
Ernest A. Cote
William Alfred Coulombe
Suzanne Marie Courcy
Sally J. Covell

Twenty-seven
DAVID ROBERT JAMES PATRICIA JOHN R. AUDETT
PATRICIA JOSEPH PATRICIA JAMES WILLIAM ALAYNE SENIOR HEIDI EARLENE SEIFERT
MARY JANE GILLIN, in RICARDO IAN H. AMY GERARD DANIEL DAVID FRANK PETER
ANN LINDA ROBERT STEVEN MORSE BARTT SOLOMON DANIEL ROBYN KIM SMERNOFF
DAVID J. SLIVA SEETH DUANE GORDON SHEDD

With Distinction


With Honors


Twenty-nine
GRANT

PETER

EDWARD

RANDY

MICHELE M.

SUSAN ()DONOGHUE,

PAMELA

DEBORAH

EDITH

DAVID

SARAH

PAMELA RAE BEMONT

JAMES S. FRAMER,

DANIEL C. COLE,

DAVID

CAROL

KAREN ANN BEMENT

CHERYL ANN AUSTIN

KAREN

MARY JANE GILLIN,

JOANNE MARIE CONDON

JOANNE

RINA

DONNA M. BONIN

RONALD

SANDRA M. BERNAT

DAVID

VIVIEN

LYNN

KATHLEEN

MARY ELLEN D

ROSEMARY

DENNIS JOHN CREAN

BIRGITTE CONNELL

SANDRA CLARKE

Wanda Colautti

JOANNE MARIE CONDON

Birgitte Connell

DENNIS JOHN CREAN

ROSEMARY A. D'AMATO

MARY ELLEN D'AGUILA

KAREN L. DECKER

CATHERINE A. DELUCIA

KRISTI S. DONDLINGER

KATHLEEN ANN DOWD

NANCY A. DRABIK

MARIE E. DUMAIS

KAREN L. FARGO

HELENE SCHNITMAN, in Political Science

AUDREY J. SHELTO, in Psychology

WILLIAM G. SPOLEN, in Chemistry

JOHN T. VALLEE Jr., in Chemistry

JOAN MARIE VON FELDT, in Biological Sciences

CLAYTON J. WALLACE, in Biological Sciences

DANIEL WARTENBERG, in Psychology

MARK WEIDENBAUM, in Chemistry

KEVIN D. WOLTER, in Chemistry

CLARE G. WOOD, in French

MICHAEL S. WYAND, in Biological Sciences

Laura A. Benarro, in Individualized Major

Carol A. Caldwell, in Speech

PAMELA A. CALDWELL, in Biological Sciences

David A. Carlson, in Mathematics

Daniel C. Cole, in Physics

James S. Fraher, in History

Mary Jane Gillen, in Spanish

Karen J. Kirk, in English

University Scholars

John F. McCabe, in Physics

Jeffrey C. Peterson, in Biological Sciences

Virginia L. Pulito, in Biological Sciences

Brian A. Volpi, in Chemistry

Mark Weidenbaum, in Chemistry

Kevin D. Wolter, in Chemistry

Michael S. Wyand, in Biological Sciences

THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

Bachelor of Science

Geraldine Adeski

Jeanne A. Agres

David F. Aivano

Susan Diane Anderson

Cheryl Ann Austin

Karen Ann Bement

PAMELA RAE BEMONT

SANDRA M. BERNAT

Ronald A. Berry

Anne E. Bielecki

Donna M. Bonin

RINA L. Brownstone

Jean A. Buggie

KATHLEEN A. BURGH

JOANNE A. CALITRI

LYNN A. CAMPBELL

Lisa M. Canas

Vivien K. Carroll

Dorothy A. Carrubba

JODY ANN CASSERINO

DEBORAH S. CASSIS

JO ELLA CASTELLO

Catherine A. Caufield

Cynthia C. Chernecky

Cynthia A. Church

Sandra Clarke

Wanda Colautti

Joanne Marie Condon

Birgitte Connell

Dennis John Crean

Rosemary A. D'Amato

Mary Ellen D'AguiIa

Karen L. Decker

Catherine A. Delucia

Kristi S. Dondlinger

Kathleen Ann Dowd

Nancy A. Drabik

Marie E. Dumas

Karen L. Fargo

Susan G. Flynn

Martha A. Furlong

Susan M. Gallagher

Carlene J. Gatting

Bette J. Gebrian

Susan Veronica Gerdaitis

Paula Gendreau

Binnie L. Gilbert

Nicholas Roy Gilbert

Deborah A. Gingras

Mary Patricia Gorman

Robin A. Grunwalds

Sharon Hall

Elizabeth B. Hannah

Lynn M. Harris

Diane L. Harvey

Bess Minneman Hausmann

Joyce Marion Higgin

Mary-Ellen Hobson

Joan M. Hochstetter

Linda Hom

Diane Marie Iannone

Alyce E. Ivey

Beverly M. Jenssen

Deborah Katherine Joy

Kathleen A. Jungk

Judith A. Kaechle

Carol M. Kawejsza

Kathleen M. Kelly

Lee A. Kelly

Kathleen M. Kenyon

Krista Knoernschild

Kathy A. Kramer

Marlene J. Laevsky

Cheryl A. Lengyel

Patricia A. Lengyel

Ann H. Leonard

Robert F. Lestri

Abby Rae Liverant

ASSOCIATE DEANS

Anne L. Lloyd

Elizabeth MacDonald

Barbara A. Majek

Kathleen Ellen Malloy

Maura A. Maloney

Clarie D. Maftell

James A. McCarragher

Winnifred M. McCarthy

Grace R. Megale

Maria Therese Messier

Kathleen L. Meyers

Sue Ellen Mineck

Rosemary J. McNeek

Sarah J. Mottram

Carol Jane Munson

Bernadette G. Murphy

James P. Murphy

Barbara M. Nattle

Susan J. Noga

Marjorie A. North

Nancy J. O'Connor

Mary B. O'Gallagher

Mary Julia O'Rourke

Jane G. Ohanesian

Margaret A. Ornyl

Loretta Regina Orzechowski

Noreen A. Pace

Grace Marie Paju

Barbara Ann Pastula

Annette Elisa Petrucelli

Elizabeth M. Pfeiffer

Claudia J. Pilver

Nancy E. Ramus

Lelah Hamilton Rocio

Barbara J. Reibel

Kathleen E. Riley

Rosanne C. Robbo

Donna Mae Ruopp

Ann C. Ryblik
With Distinction

Deborah S. Cassis, in Nursing
Elizabeth Macdonald, in Nursing
Maria T. Messier, in Nursing

THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy

With Distinction

LEOPOLD M. ABLICKI, JR.
Pablo Allan Benfatto
Robert J. Bebeko, Jr.
Robert Jay Berlin
Suansanne Briian
Diane Lorraine Borst
Frank Ross Bruno
Edward Anthony Caporello
Diane Rahmig Caputo
John Louis Carfi
S. Eugene Checko
Linda A. Chounard
Kenneth Peter Cikatz
Willard Rudin Colburn
Mark John Croce
Leon Allen Cushman
Andrea Czyszcki
Paul Harry Deutsch
Richard Frank DiTomaso
Mark James Doyle
Nancy Edwards
Linda Przybiski Evans
Tracie Geelhood Ezio
William George Finnance, Jr.
Michael Francis Foley
Lucraine V. Fontana
Rita J. Frangeski
David C. Furlano
Stanley Thomas Gaj
Richard H. Cannon
Lucy J. Garcia

THOMAS MILTON GEISLER
GARRY LEE GODDette
LARA I. GRATACOS
MICHAEL DAVID GHEAVES
GARY JAMES GHECO
MICHAEL J. GUMKOWSKI
JAMES PARCE HANNAH
PEGGY CONTOS HARVEY
BRADLEY OSCAR JAMES
CYNTHIA JEAN Jarvis
DAVID HOWARD JENKINS
CYNTHIA J. JOHNSTON
RICHARD E. JULIAN
KENNETH KANDHSAYWITZ
THOMAS GEORGE KOPCZA
SANDRA A. KRIVOSky
THOMAS JOHN MACURA
RONALD JOSEPH MANTONI
BRYAN JAMES McQuaDe
MARGARET HELEN MEA
ROBERT A. MEAD
NANCY MARIE Meratty
LINDA J. MICHIElSEN
CERIALD J. MIHALKO
STEPHEN HENRY MINICH
JOHN ROBERT MOORE
PETER ROBERT Morbell
MARK PETER MURZYN
PETER EMIL Olson, Jr.

Lori Eileen Overholt
Joana Aldona Paliiulis
Pasquale Joseph Pallone
Gary A. Palchoko
Elizabeth Ann Potrepka
Elise Mary Pelosi
Chester Andrew Potrepka, Jr.
Raymond P. Rogalski
Karyn S. Rotter
Frederick J. Santa, Jr.
Diane Joyce Sephary
Regina Elizabeth Silk
Kenneth R. Sills
Sally Lynn Siscoe
Linda Marlene Smith
Marie Ann Smith
Paul Anthony Soyka
John E. Sokol
Stephen Craig Sorota
David Louis Spadaccini
Sandra Marie Starr
David John Swanson
Thomas Anthony Szewczyk
Susan Estelle Tiende
John Joseph Tomaszello
Barbara Wityak Tomczuk
Richard Allan Tyler, Jr.
Beth Ellen Wigden
Jeanne Marie Wiskoski
Roman John Zaharko
Carol Terese Zaskey

With Distinction

MARIE A. SMITH, in Pharmacy

With Honors

Paul H. Deutsch, in Pharmacy
Michael J. Gumkowski, in Pharmacy

University Scholars

Michael J. Gumkowski, in Pharmacy

Thirty-one
Kathleen Gillion Abbate, in Education
Paul Anthony Akel, in Sociology
Frank Joseph Alagna, in Education
Mary Brown Alexander, in History
Peter Douglas Allard, in Education
Cheryl Lynne Amund, in Anthropology
Janice Amols, in Education
Dianne Uctt Anderson, in Education: Physical
Donald Lee Anderson, in Education: Physical
Kathie Anderson, in Education: Physical
Robert E. Anderson, in Human Development and Family Relations
Helene Anop, in Education
Fatma M. W. Wahdan Antar, in Economics
George Vernon Arendt, Jr., in Education
David Richard Arney, in Education
Gary Steven Abson, in Education
Louise G. Atwater, in Education
Michael Francis Audette, in Education
Marilyn Auersbach, in Design and Resource Management
Marilyn Auersbach, in Education
June Wennonah Backus, in German
Daniel Mark Baden, in Psychology
Barbara Ellen Bailey, in Education
David Owen Bailey, in English
Paula Wilson Baird, in German
Susan Lea Baldwin, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
Algis Balinskas, in Education
Ruth Goldberg Balkin, in French
Lorraine Marie Baltimore, in Education
James J. Banno, in Education: Physical
Madlyn Wyona Barbringer, in French
Hana Jane Barton, in Education
Rebecca Dewey Barton, in Human Development and Family Relations
Rodney Bass, in Education
Herman Martin Bates III, in Education
Eileen Marie Baukus, in Education
Vilma Cristina Begueri, in Education
Richard Winston Bennett, in Psychology
Janine Benasson, in Education
Martha J. Bernabeo, in Education
Mary Frances Berstene, in Education
Helan Joy Berwick, in Education
Ellen Williams Bezanon, in Education
James A. Bing, in Education
Johnathan Birnie, in Education
Warren Bish, in Music: Performance
Lendley Coats Black, in Dramatic Arts
Mary Ellen Bick, in Human Development and Family Relations
Dorothy Elaine Blozie, in Education
Joan Yvette Sola Boulde, in Education
Judith Abbott Bowlen, in Medieval Studies: History
Steven Scott Bradion, in Psychology
Wendy Elaine Brannen, in Education
Jennie P. Brantner, in Education
Albert George Breeding, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
Carol Marie Brescia, in Education
Bruce Eric Brettchenieder, in Education
Ted A. Brindamour, in Education
Stanley P. Brittingham, Jr., in Education
Andrew Manfred Brown, in German
Jennifer Anne Brown, in Sociology
Robin Yale Brown, in Anthropology
Muriel Geddes Brundrett, in Education
Joan Buck, in Political Science
Mary Leigh Burke, in Italian
Bruce John Burklund, in Human Development and Family Relations
John Porter Burnham III, in Education
John F. Butterfield, in Education
John David Byrn, Jr., in History
Denise Theressa Byrne, in History
Robert Calaluce, in English
Rocellio Echalal Calip, in French
Virginia Irene Callan, in Education
Diane Mahier Cameron, in History
Barbara L. Campbell, in Education
Carolyn Clark Cannon, in Education
Gary Edmund Capkehart, in Education: Physical
Daniel A. Carlin, Jr., in Anthropology
Eddie Nelson Carnegie, in Education: Physical
Gail A. Caron, in Education
Maria Estela Carreau, in Education
Stephen D. Casavant, in Education
Kathleen Marie Cassidy, in Education
Bruce David Chakrin, in Education
Matthew Henry Chamberlain, in English
Sandora Sue Charterter, in Education
Tracey Stephen Chavis, in Education
Katherine Veronica Chester, in Education
Diane Mary Childs, in Education
Dana Caroline Chretensen, in Psychology
Marilyn B. Ciaburri, in Education
Raymond William Cirmo, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
Farzie Mariner Clark, in Education
Christine Leslie Clarke, in Education
Howard Edward Coburn, in History
Kathryn Coffin, in Education
Peter Orcutt Coffin, in Education
Ricki Jean Cohn, in English
Denise Marion Coles, in Education
Daniel Brendan Connors, in History
Carol Jane Cook, in Education
Lois Jean Coon, in Education
Stephen Gail Coppel, in Education
Kathryn Hull Corl, in Education
Nancy Jean Cornell, in Education
Arthur Costa, Jr., in Education
Karen Antonelli Costello, in Education
Donna Marie Crain, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
Gary Michael Chakes, in Economics
Pamela DeMarco Cronin, in Education
Natalie Dame Crotty, in Dramatic Arts
Silvia Cruz, in Education
Debra Vauuso J. Cuticello, in Education
Ellen Fitzpatrick Dander, in Education
James Heath Dalton, Jr., in Psychology
Diane June Danna, in Education
Janice Ann Davidowicz, in Psychology

Thirty-two
Barbara Dana Leach, in Education
Robert Francis Leary, in Philosophy
Charles Craig Leavens, in Education
Roger Charles Lebarron, in Education
Linda Lee Lennix, in Education
Friederick A. Lennon, Jr., in Education: Physical
Linda Louise Levack, in Education
Regina Ann Levanto, in Education
Martha L. Levine, in Education
Nancy Leviatan, in Clothing, Textiles, and Interior Design
Margaret Helen Lewis, in Education: Physical
Marie Stuart Lieberman, in Education
Dana Charles Linck, in Anthropology
Donna S. Linderman, in Education
Robertta Lee Littoff, in Education
Harvey George Lord, in English
Mary Frances Lord, in Education
Kathleen Anne Roland Lowery, in Education
Margery S. Lubet, in Speech: Communication
Merrill Yvette Lubin, in English
Joan Adele Luise, in Human Development and Family Relations
Frances Golab Lynch, in Education: Physical
Peter Alvin Mahler, in Education
Jamie Marie Malagrino, in Education
Carolyn F. Malloy, in Spanish
Roberta J. Mangiafico, in French
Salvatore A. Manca, in Comparative Literature
James Edward Marden, in Political Science
Leonard Soot Mark, in Psychology
Robert Joseph Markowitz, in Education
Jeffrey Gaige Martin, in Education
Anne M. Mathieu, in Education
Claire Marie Mathieu, in Dramatic Arts
Michael James Matochik, in History
Anne Laura Mattrella, in Comparative Literature
Kevin Allen McBride, in Anthropology
Maureen Katherine McDougall, in Education
Kathleen Mary McFadden, in Design and Resource Management
Jane Ann McGarry, in Education
Claudia Jean McGuire, in Education
Darrell Oliver McIntyre, in Education
John Nolan McKeever, in Human Development and Family Relations
Clifton T. McKnight, in Education
Robert Morgan McLean, in Education
Nancy M. McLeod, in Education
Joseph Patrick McMahon, in Sociology
Charles E. McNamara, in History
Diane Marie Meade, in Education
Esther Joyce Mede, in Education
Joan Mary Meeker, in Education
Lynn Anne Meister, in Education
Robert W. Meyer, in Education: Physical
Suzanne M. Miller, in Medieval Studies
Richard Conlon Mills, in Psychology
Diann Nason Minear, in Education
Betsy Weissman Moakley, in Education
Stanley George Mohn, in Human Development and Family Relations
Wayne Alan Mones, in Education
Eleanor E. Monford, in Education
Douglas Web Monty, in Economics
Denis Lyon Moonan, in Education
JAYNE MORRIS-CROWther, in Education
TIMOTHY F. MORse, in Sociology
STEPHANIE REINBERG MotYCKA, in Design and Resource Management
FLORENCE E. MUELLER, in Anthropology
WAYNE EDWARD MunSon, in Dramatic Arts
JOAN Marie MURDOCK, in Education
 Leslie J. MURRAY, in Sociology
ELIZABETH BRYANT Myers, in Political Science
JULIA ANNE NACE, in Education
Cheryl A. NATali, in Education
NANCY NEHrit, in Education
JUDITH M. NELson, in Education
MATIE NELson, in Education
STEPHEN PHILip NEUN, in Economics
Margaret Fleming NEWCOMB, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
CHISeleBwE Osino Misheki NzandoWE, in Economics
CATHERINE NOGAS, in Human Development and Family Relations
ROZANNE M. Norko, in Education
MAUREEN H. OBERHBeRERM, in Education
JohN FRANCIS O’BriEn, in Political Science
JAMES JOSEPH O’Donoghue, in Education: Physical
ROBERTA SUSAN OHOTNICKY, in Education
ERIE HALLE PACKARD, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
FRancescO O’KeEFe, in Economics
ROBERT S. OKUN, in Education
MARIANNE Sue OLLar, in Education: Physical
PAMELA PRITCHARD ORChARD, in Clothing, Textiles, and Interior Design
EILEEN HELEN PaCKARD, in Education
CARLOS HernÁN PaDilla PaDilla, in Economics
Judith BARTELL PAESANI, in Education
DEBRA PALLATTo-Fontaine, in Education
RICHARD ALLEN PaM, in Education: Physical
CYNTHIA A. PARKER, in Education
Richard John Parsons, in Education
Katherine PasekLOVIt, in German
JRose GWeathly Payne, in Education
CAROL June Peake, in Education: Physical
SONIA S. PeRSON, in Education
JOAN MARIE PEASE, in Education
Robert J. Perison, in Dramatic Arts
STEPHEN Victor PeLes, in Music: Composition
Judy P. PerLaTT, in Education
JANETTE B. PaRacCHio, in Education
PaulA Brown PeRnetti, in Education
REBECCA MiederwIrPER Person, in Education
John WAde PersonS, in American Studies: History
DOUGLAS LeRoy PeTerson, in English
MaUREEn Elizabeth Petrosky, in Education
SHERYL Christine Pite, in Anthropology
Steven G. Pines, in Education
NANCY J. PLaSTER, in Education
JANE Marie PomerleaU, in Education
JOAN K. PomPA, in French
KEVIN CHARLES Pons, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
DONNA MORGANSON PophAM, in Education
Terry Lee PorTER, in Linguistics
Peter Robert Powers, in Education
NaOMI ShaFFnER ProTTAs, in Education
AlICE CAROLInE PuchAlsKyk, in Linguistics
Robert Edward Pudney, in Education
EILEEN MARY PurCeLL, in Education
JOANN MARY QuILIAN, in Education
MURIEL G. RABIDEAU, in French
JOHN GEORGE Rappa, in Political Science
MARRY Louise Ratti, in Education
SUSAN Louise RedCaY, in Education
Diane Lynn Reed, in Education
ELIZABETH Ann REgan, in Education
HELEN KATHERINE Renius, in Education
PATRicia Ann RestEK, in Education
CAROLINE B. RebLET, in Dramatic Arts
HENRY Tracy DuBois Richards, in Education
Patricia Ann Richard, in Education
PAMELa Louise ROBERTs, in Education
RosALIE M. ROBERTson, in Anthropology
LANCE LEONARD Rockefeller, in Education
Meryl M. Rockefeller, in Education
IRA R. ROGERS, in Music: Composition
MARIORIE JEAN ROMano, in Education
DOSOTHY Ann Rose, in Education
JANE Ray rosenGrandon, in Human Development and Family Relations
DAVID ROSENZWEIG, in Economics
JOAN Lori GOULD ROTH, in Education
LeonARD B. Rubenstein, in Education
Hedy M. RuDNe, in Education
Ann Elizabeth Rudolph, in Education
LuANE jOYCE Rue, in Design and Resource Management
MADELYN Ann Rueber, in Education
JAMES KENT SajkowIcz, in Education
Marry Beth Salome, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
ANN NICHOLSON Sandberg, in Education
Peter Nelson Sanderson, in Comparative Literature
Carrie-Beth Santore, in History
Janet Savard, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
JanIS EILeEn SUPlicKIti SAWIckI, in Education
Janet FeATHERstone Sayers, in Education
MaUREEn ELLEN SChEvEFTs, in Education
janet B. SChrogEr, in Education
Peter TherIe SchultHeIs, in Sociology
Andrew Parker Scott, in Dramatic Arts
jOSEPHe Sylvan Sealy, in Education
William A. Senior, in Medieval Studies: English
Hope Michelle Sherry, in Education
Susan Jane ShoEnfElT, in Music: Applied
Robert Emerson ShOgren, Jr., in Psychology
Andrew McDowell Shreeves, in Music: Theory
MarJORIE Anne Shull, in Education
Kathleen S. siderIs, in Education
BrendA Joyce sImMONs, in Education
Patricia Ellen Simmons, in French
paul Eaton sImPson, in Education
Hardarshen Harpal Singh, in History
Arline B. sMall, in Education
Alexander Dick Smith, in English
Janet Elizabeth Smith, in Human Development and Family Relations
John EllsOn Smith, in Music: Theory
Steven Albert Smith, in Music: Performance
Terry Alan smith, in Psychology
Wayne thomas smith, in Psychology
JoAN yvEtTE sOla, in Education
Claire E. sorAnno, in Education
Marilyn Louise spingo, in Education
Donald Scott spRaGue, in Education: Physical
NORBERT FRANCIS STEELE, in Education
PAULETTE MARIE STEFFA, in Education
KENNETH CARROLL STEWART, JR., in Education
JAMES GILES STOLL, in Education
CAROL RUTH STONE, in Music: Performance
ERIC STRAIGHTER, in Education
BETTY C. SWEENEY, in Education
CANDACE PALONEN TALENT, in Education
SUSAN MARIE TAPPER, in Dramatic Arts
THADDEUS TARASKIEWICZ, in Education
DAVID ANDREW TEDONE, in English
MARK JOSEPH TERNULLO, in Education
ELIZABETH ANN TESKO, in Education: Physical
DONALD ANDRONICUS THOMPSON, in Education
M ICHEL ANGELO TOLISANO, in Education
GAIL ANN TOMALA, in Education
ANITA MARLANE TRAPP, in History
FLORENCE H. TYSZKA, in Education
THADDEUS TARASKIEWICZ, in Education
DAVID ANDREW TEDONE, in English
BETTY F. USHMAN, in Education
VICKI LYNN VANZEE, in Education: Physical
JAMES JOSEPH VENDITTO, JR., in Education
BIMMA VENNIKOA, in Comparative Literature
JOS PH A. VISONE, in Economics
F. LOUISE Voss, in Education
WALTER STEPHEN WADYKA, JR., in Economics
JAMES MILTON WALLACE, in Education
MARY ANN WANDSCHEER, in Clothing, Textiles, and Interior Design
LARRY EDWARD WEIDEMIER, in Education
DAVID P. WEINSTEIN, in Philosophy
KATHY Jo WEISFELD, in Child Development and Family Relations
JOANNE HAAS WHALON, in Education
MICHAEL CHRIS WHITE, in English
SINCLAIR LEROY WILKINSON, in Education
DEBORAH ANN WILLIAMS, in Education: Physical
ELAINE K. WILLIAMS, in Education
GARY THOMAS WILLIAMS, in History
CHRISTINE ANN WINTER, in Psychology
ANNA BLAZEWICZ WOJICK, in Education
ANN MARIE WOOD, in Education
CHARLES JOSEPH WOOD, in Clothing, Textiles, and Interior Design
FREDERICK CARL WOZENSKI, JR., in Speech: Communication
LAURA J. ZAGLIO, in Education
STEPHEN MICHAEL ZAPYTOWSKI, in Dramatic Arts
ROBERT RALPH ZERINGO, in Education: Physical
MARY ANN ZESSIN, in Education
MAUREEN ELEANOR ZIEZULEWICZ, in Education
JANET SARAH ZITO, in Education

Thirty-six
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Robert E. Adams
Albert S. Acayan
Vijay Kumar Aggarwal
Ramsey Bancroft Albereson
Robert Curtis Allison
Michael Anthony Allocca
William T. Altmann
Donald Paul Anderson
Robert Charles Andreoletti
Gregory Affraham
Richard John Armstrong
Clair John Bange, Jr.
Stephen Joseph Bansavich
Andrew J. Batcho
Arthur James Beirn, Jr.
George Edward Belz
Dileep M. Bhandarkar
Raymond Felix Bilodeau, Jr.
Renée P. Blake
David Michael Blanchard
Thomas L. Blanchett
Michael Owen Blocker
Gregory Paul Boahman
Randall Bishop Bobb
Robert Francis Bonk
Martin Inks Boucher
Robert Joseph Boucher
Richard Charles Bowtruczyk
Janace Brandt
Philip Stoddard Brockelman
Paul Martin Brooks
Barbara Jean Brown
Forrest Washington Brown III
George Evans Bruner IV
Kenneth N. Bucci
William Joseph Burke
Peter Paul Burkett, Jr.
Stephen Tappan Byrne
Mary Lynn Carroll
Patricia Ann Caroselli
Geraldine C. Carter
Michael L. Cepeletti
Frank A. Ceplinski
Thomas Joseph Chamberland
James A. Chaplely
William Harrison Champlin III
Robert S. Chapell
John R. Chapman
Thomas John Cheneski
William Jan Chisura
Robert Thomasson Clark
Shirley Barnard Clegg
David F. Cloud
Morton Leon Cohen
Thomas Joseph Collins
Mark Patrick Coniry
Richard Jeffrey Corwin
Bruce William Cropper
Lloyd Donald Daini
Ralph Michael D'Agostino
Marina P. Dann
Ann Lobby Darcus
Richard Floyd Davey
James Edward Davis
Ray A. DeCorrider
Thomas Francis DeJoseph
Mehtem Delicogolu
Joseph Denaro
Brian Edward DeRovin
Robert Edward Diamond, Jr.
Robert Louis Dingeck, Jr.
Stephen William Dobsey
Martin William Dourney
Walter S. Dusza, Jr.
Robert Anthony Egan
Richard Lundstedt Evans
Richard Naven Fee
Peter Andrew Feeney
Donald L. Fehr
Kimberly Ann Finan
Richard Paul Finkel
Jean Goldhammer Fishman
Edward Joseph Fitzgerald
Kevin Eastman Flaherty
Donald Robert Flintzner
William Eugene Fogarty
Gregory Kenneth Ford
John Nichols Fossett
George Clyde Fowler
Lloyd Fox
Ronald Clark Freeto
Ronald Mark Freisinger
Thomas Deane French
Michael Friedman
John Joseph Fucci
Isaac Murry Funderburg III
Peter Paul Furmonavicus
Norman A. Gagnon
Robert Joseph Gallo
Hugh Thomas Garlantd
Albert Carl Gaulzetti, Jr.
Philip Bradley Gibson
William Henry Gill
Joseph Anthony Giordano
Charles Goldfeld
Patricia Evette Goodin
Jon P. Goodman
Sharon A. Gould
Gary W. Gowdy
Robert L. Graham
Derek A. Grant
Rex Olyn Gray
Peter Judson Griffin
Theodore J. Haas, Jr.
Joan Dorothy Haine
William James Hakkinen
Mark Stephen Halvorsen
Peter Noel Handley
James Richard Hawkins
Pilar G. Hayes
Kevin Joseph Hecht
Arthur T. Henning
David Charles Hill
Linda Teresa Hill
Douglas L. Hoffman
Frederick George Hofman, Jr.
Sandra M. Honig
Robert Lloyd Hughes
Jean Anne Krueger Hull
James Edward Humphreys
Thomas Eugene Hyninski
Allen D. Janacek
Anthony Jquatthi Jeffcott
William Joseph Jobbagyi
Calvin Alonzo Johnson
Melvin Ralph Johnson
William A. Jordan, Jr.
James Emery Kaldy
Fred Charles Karam
Arlyn Barbara Kaster
Thomas N. Kelly
John Frederick Keppler III
Kenneth William Kikta
Patricia M. Kirby
Stanley Robert Klekotka
Darlene Carr Knipe
David Whitemore Knowlton
John Joseph Kopecky
Louis Joseph Korecki
Raymond Charles Kozak
Charles Michael Krolides
Janette Rosen Kruipsaw
Daniel Leonell Lagace
Paul David Lantz
Douglas A. Larson
John Michael Latosz, Jr.
Raymond Emile Legours
Leo Hsiu-Shieng Lee
Harold Wheeler Leffingwill, Jr.
John Russell Leccat
Aaron Lehmans
James Richard Lemos
Kevin R. Leonard
Carol A. Levey
Barrt David Levine
James Edward Lewis
Rone Howell Lewis III
Robert W. Lisiewski
Michael T. Loferski
Bruce S. Lubin
David William Ludwig
John E. Luken
Susan Davison Lundborg
John McClellan Lyman
Edward Thomas Lynch, Jr.
Thomas F. Lynch
Gary Michael MacElhiney
Dawn M. Magi
Joseph A. Magner
Philip George Magnusson, Jr.
Robert Joseph Markowski
Alex Maigrini
Michael George Mansour
Bessie Sue Manz
Donald Clayton Marchand, Jr.
John Charles Marshall
James Rodgers Martin
Paul Thomas Mason
John Joseph McDermott

Thirty-seven
MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Thomas Michael CaRiello, in Dramatic Arts
Dan Joseph Lauria, in Dramatic Arts
Eugene T. Muto, in Dramatic Arts

John Paul Nardi, in Dramatic Arts
Richard J. Termine, in Dramatic Arts

MASTER OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

David Albert Crompton
Francisco Di Blasi
Barry Roberts Greer
Matthew John Lutkus
Peter Thomas Miecznikowski

Bruce Michael O’Donnell
Jennifer Dorn Oldfield
Michael Alan Paskowitz
Armand Frutuoso Pereira

Donald Richard Sheehy, Jr.
Sondra Astor Stave
William John Tierney
John Rogers Wadsworth
Brent A. Wilkes

Thirty-eight
MASTER OF SCIENCE

Costas Acrivos, in Metallurgy
Stephen Jeffrey Allen, in Ocean Engineering
Beth Lynn Anderson, in Cell Biology
Cynthia Marie Anderson, in Regulatory Biology
(Physiology)
James Brent Anderson, in Geology
Maren Anne Anderson, in Microbiology
Peter Haven Anderson, in Renewable Natural Resources Conservation
David Paul Arzt, in Civil Engineering
Denise Marchant Ashworth, in Plant Science: Plant and Soil Sciences
Joan Abline Giegerich Michaels Ashworth, in Medical Technology
David Edward Audette, in Chemistry
Anna Barbara Austin, in Chemistry
Maureen Regan Avery, in Nursing
Gerald David Babonis, in Animal Industries
Allston Gibbs Baille, Jr., in Chemistry
Waldeman Jan Bak, in Civil Engineering
Michael Barrett, in Plant Science: Plant and Soil Sciences
David Peter Bartolini, in Civil Engineering
John A. Barton, in Agricultural Economics
Elizabeth Sarah Bauer, in Nursing
Michael Joseph Beirne, in Electrical Engineering
Susan Bemian, in Biobehavioral Science
Stephen Andrew Bent, in Regulatory Biology
(Physiology)
Natalie Burfoot Billing, in Nursing
Walter Robert Bishop, in Microbiology
Annick Madeleine Blonz, in Chemical Engineering
Lenore Utal Boles, in Nursing
William Guyon Borland, in Chemical Engineering
Richard N. Brown, in Zoology
Ronald James Bumstead, in Electrical Engineering
Robert Joseph Bundy, in Zoology
Thomas Lowell Burton, Jr., in Physics
Nedra Leach Caccomo, in Nursing
Edgar Darío Arístizabal Calderon, in Microbiology
James Frederick Campbell, in Geology
Patrick Joseph Cantwell, in Statistics
Jerome Francis Carchedi, in Computer Science
Peter J. Carey, in Civil Engineering
Evelyn Parker Carruthers, in Nursing
Stephanie Ann Cheh, in Chemistry
Patrick H. Cody, in Agricultural Economics
Alan Barry Cohen, in Renewable Natural Resources Conservation
Beth Genya Cohen, in Biochemistry
Frank A. Coolidge, in Agricultural Economics
Gerald Avery Cordis, in Biochemistry
James Benedetto Cortina, in Botany
Carole Ann Coulom, in Nursing
Robert James Cox, in Materials Science
Joseph Patrick Coyne, in Civil Engineering
Lile Couture, in Nursing
Theresa D'Aprile Crescimanni, in Nursing
John Albert Crowther, Jr., in Chemistry
Joseph D'Amico, in Biochemistry
Ralph Elmer Daniel, in Cytology
Arnold Mark Davidson, in Biochemistry
Kenneth A. DiGiuseppe, in Ocean Engineering
Maureen Susan Dingivan, in Nutritional Science
Bohdan A. Dmytrasz, in Chemistry
Mark Dollinger, in Biobehavioral Science
Maurice Patrick Dube, in Physics
Mary Frances Duffy, in Nursing
David Stuart Durica, in Cell Biology
James Francis Edwards, in Chemical Engineering
Samuel Eisenberger, in Chemical Engineering
Ann Engelkemeir, in Chemical Engineering
Mary S. Enkine, in Biobehavioral Science
Peter Thomas Esposto, in Regulatory Biology
(Physiology)
James Edward Fayal, in Mechanical Engineering
Theodore Raymond Fischer, in Physics
Carol Florence Fletterick, in Medical Technology
Joseph John Franchina, in Civil Engineering
Theodore Whiting Frison, in Ocean Engineering
Bruno Frohlich, in Biobehavioral Science
Mary-ElLEN Frye, in Renewable Natural Resources Conservation
Eileen M. Fuert, in Nutritional Science
Frederick Joseph Fuller, in Microbiology
Mitchell Leslie Furst, in Physics
George John Garofalo, Jr., in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Steven Garofalo, in Civil Engineering
Nancy Bourque Gauthier, in Nursing
Roger Cole Gauthier, in Computer Science
Joyce Laming Geissler, in Pathobiology
Faowizi Peter Ghazaley, in Computer Science
David Allan Gilbert, in Physics
Clinton James Gladding, in Civil Engineering
David Bliss Goettel, in Chemical Engineering
Moustafa Ahmed Gouda, in Metallurgy
Gregory Charles Gousse, in Pharmaceutical Science
Shirley P. Gower, in Microbiology
Carol Greaney, in Biochemistry
Catherine Ann Green, in Computer Science
Mark Edmund Guckin, in Biological Engineering
Michelle Elaine Guinness-Hey, in Biobehavioral Science
Robert Edwin Haag, in Metallurgy
Thomas Edmund Hall, in Nutritional Science
Esther P. Haloburdo, in Nursing
John Francis Hamilton, in Computer Science
Laila Robinson Harper, in Chemistry
Guy Hamilton Hayes, in Physics
Jon Hedu, Jr., in Plant Science: Plant and Soil Sciences
Florence Marie Higgins, in Animal Industries
Mark Edward Hines, in Microbiology
Christopher Leonard Hoffmann, in Metallurgy
William Holloway, in Biobehavioral Science
Thomas P. Holmes, in Agricultural Economics
James D. Howe, in Physics
Kathleen A. Hruschka, in Biobehavioral Science
Jane Eva Huffman, in Zoology
Patricia Deming Hunter, in Biochemistry
James Scott Hutchison, in Biobehavioral Science
Bernard Enoch Ilson, in Biochemistry
Lena Marie Inserra, in Mathematics

Thirty-nine
PAUL FREDERICK JACQUES, in Biological Engineering
S. JANARDBHANAN, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
DAVID G. JARJOURA, in Statistics
CHRISTINE MARIE JOHNSON, in Nursing
SANDRA A. JONES, in Nutritional Science
RUTH CHUN-MAN KAO, in Chemistry
SHIH GAN KAO, in Materials Science
EDWARD JOSEPH KEANE, in Civil Engineering
JOHN FRANCIS KING, in Mathematics
OTTIS DAVID KITCHEN, in Chemistry
SUSAN ELIZABETH KNAUF, in Chemistry
RICHARD KEE KNEPE, in Animal Industries
ALICE CRAWBON KNITTEL, in Pharmaceutical Science
JONATHAN KORN, in Electrical Engineering: Control
and Communication Systems
ROBERT WILLIAM KORTMANN, in Botany
JEFFREY KENNETH KRASNOFF, in Animal Industries
JAMES RAYMOND KRODEL, in Computer Science
ROBERT HENRY KUHN, in Computer Science
JOSEPH HENRY KWIATKOWSKI, in Chemistry
JOHN RICHARD LACOURSE, in Biological Engineering
GARY L. LANCEVIN, in Microbiology
JOSEPH M. LAOSA, in Computer Science
ALAN RICHARD LATTIROP, in Computer Science
DENNIS PAUL LAUZZI, in Mathematics
CARL W. LAWTON, in Microbiology
NANCY NORTH LEFF, in Microbiology
ERIC ROBERT LINDEN, in Biobehavioral Science
THOMAS F. LINEHAN, Jr., in Civil Engineering
BEVERLY L. LORENZ, in Nutritional Science
ROBERT ARTHUR LORENTSON, Jr., in Civil Engineering
FRANK GORDON LOVE III, in Geology
ANGELO LUCIA, in Chemical Engineering
RICHARD JOSEPH LUDBY, in Physics
ELIZABETH R. LUCINBURGH, in Nursing
RICHARD WILLIAM MACDONALD, in Computer Science
MYRA A. MACE, in Cell Biology
ANN FRANCES MACGILLIS, in Nursing
GEORGE FRANK MACLACHLAN, in Computer Science
ROBERT IRVING MAID, Jr., in Mathematics
PETER B. MANDEL, in Civil Engineering
JOHN WALTER MARCINEC, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
SPIRIDON MARADEIS, in Civil Engineering
EDMUND LOUIS MARBOTTE, in Plant Science:
Horticulture
KATHLEEN EDITH MARTIN, in Statistics
JAMES JOSEPH MARX, in Chemical Engineering
RICHARD DOUGLAS MASON, in Civil Engineering
NEMES JOHN MATEMU, in Agricultural Economics
DANIEL FRANCIS MCCARTHY, in Mechanical Engineering
STEPHEN ROBERT McDONNELL, in Civil Engineering
ANTONIA CLEMENTINO McKENNA, in Nursing
DANIEL JOHN MCLAUGHLIN, in Physics
MICHAEL CHARLES MERRY, in Geology
PATRICIA ELISE MESSER, in Nutritional Science
KENNETH JOSEPH METZLER, in Botany
LESTER JOHN MEYERS, in Oceanography
JO HANNAH MICHELSON, in Pathobiology
DENNIS GEORGE MICHAUD, in Physics
ROBERT THOMAS MILLER, in Geology
MICHAEL CARL MOHR, in Civil Engineering
JEANNE FRANCES MOHR, in Biobehavioral Science
STEWART W. MOORE, in Civil Engineering
THOMAS D. K. MSURA, in Agricultural Economics
CHRISTINE ANN MULVEY, in Nursing
MARGARET MULVEY, in Zoology
RICHARD E. NAROWSKI, in Computer Science
ROBERT EDWARD NARUS, in Civil Engineering
MARK EDWARD NASH, in Microbiology
SANDRA SMITH NAWROCKI, in Zoology
SURESH CHANDRA NAYAB, in Chemical Engineering
CHRISTIAN JORGEN NEILSEN, in Computer Science
MICHAEL CHARLES NEWMAN, in Zoology
ROBERT LORING NICHOLS, in Plant Science: Plant and Soil Sciences
VICTOR NIZAMOFF, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
RICHARD ROY NORDSTROM, in Regulatory Biology
(Physiology)
JAMES HAROLD NORMAN, in Civil Engineering
DENNIS JOSEPH O'CONNOR, in Pathobiology
EVA HESTRINER, in Metallurgy
ROGER DAVID PAHL, in Mathematics
BARBARA LYNN PALLOTTI, in Zoology
FRANCESCO PARISI PRECICE, in Mathematics
THOMAS FRANK PARK, Jr., in Animal Industries
ROBERT KING PARKER, in Physiology
JAMES GERARD PARLETT, in Physics
CAROLE MARIE PASSARELLI, in Nursing
THOMAS PAUL PASTOR, in Civil Engineering
BRIAN ALAN PATTERTSON, in Genetics
JOSEPH FRANK PELLICIONE, in Civil Engineering
JOHN DAVID PERRIN, in Geology
JUDY R. Pospisil, in Mathematics
MARK ALLEN RAGEN, in Mechanical Engineering
KATHLEEN THERESA RAJKOWSKI, in Nutritional Science
RENE YVES BASOANAIVO, in Physics
ANDRIANTOMANGA C. RATSARATA, in Physics
JAY LAWRENCE ROHNSO, in Pharmaceutical Science
JOHN FRANCIS RILEY, in Civil Engineering
ELIZABETH ALBEE ROBINSON, in Nursing
JOHN CERIAL ROGERS, in Computer Science
BARRAPULUS ROGOLSKY, in Pathobiology
DICK F. ROLINS, in Civil Engineering
MARY ELIZABETH ROPKA, in Nursing
DIANE CAROL ROSE, in Pathobiology
PATRICK ROLYNY, in Chemical Engineering
JUNG SUK RYU, in Metallurgy
SUZANNE S. SAGE, in Pathobiology
ROBERT FLANDERS SAMSON, Jr., in Renewable Natural Resources Conservation
MICHAEL JOSEPH SCANLON, in Chemistry
THEODORE C. SCHLITTE, in Agricultural Economics
LAWRENCE ARTHUR SCHULZ, in Civil Engineering
MARK G. SEARS, in Civil Engineering
BERNICE P. SHAKER, in Nursing
KATHLEEN FIELD SHASKAN, in Nutritional Science
JEFFREY L. SHAW, in Biobehavioral Science
CAROL ANN SHEA, in Medical Technology
Diane PATRICIA SHELDON, in Chemistry
STEVEN STANLEY SHIRSHAC, Jr., in Statistics
ANDREAS SMITH, in Metallurgy
GARY A. SMIRNOF, in Metallurgy
STEPHANE LOURAIN SIMON, in Pathobiology
DONNA CRANDALL SILVA, in Nutritional Science
ERIC M. SMITH, in Zoology
SCOTT SUMNER SMITH, in Computer Science

FORTY
TIMOTHY KING SMITH, in Microbiology
AGAPI LAMBRINI SOMWARU, in Agricultural Economics
THOMAS FREDERICK STARK, in Renewable Natural Resources Conservation
WILLIAM MILLER STARKEL, in Zoology
KIMBERLY STEARNS, in Cell Biology
GEORGE STEINFELD, in Chemical Engineering
MARC STEVEN STOCK, in Animal Industries
ROBERT S. STOKLOSA, in Oceanography
KRISTIN SWANSON, in Zoology
VINOD K. TALWAB, in Metallurgy
SHARON L. TARANTINO, in Nutritional Science
LOUIS TODARO, in Chemistry
MARK ALLEN TRUHLAR, in Biological Engineering
MANMOHAN GURUCARANDAS TULL, in Metallurgy
VALENTINE MARY UGRO, in Biobehavioral Science
SATHYANARAYANA MURTHY UPADRASHTA, in Pharmaceutical Science
ROBERT LEO VANDERLIN, in Zoology

MICHAEL VARANKA, in Computer Science
DEAN GEORGE VENARDOS, in Chemical Engineering
MARIANNE VOGEL, in Microbiology
RICHARD D. VOGLER, in Civil Engineering
GEORGE JAY WALKER, in Statistics
HELEN ELIZABETH WALKER, in Nutritional Science
CAREN MERRIL WEINER, in Nutritional Science
RUPERT ANTHONY WESTON, in Physics
HAL RANDY WESTREICH, in Chemistry
BARBARA SHAW WITT, in Nursing
RICHARD JAMES WOOD, in Nutritional Science
DENIS G. WRIGHT, in Biobehavioral Science
RYLAN SAI NAM YEE, in Regulatory Biology (Physiology)
SANDRA ANN YURCHYK, in Microbiology
ALICE SCHOFNER ZAPASNIK, in Nursing
ANTHONY JAMES ZERA, in Zoology
RONALD WILLIAM ZOLLA, in Mechanical Engineering
M A S T E R  O F  S O C I A L  W O R K

A N D R E A  M A R I E  A I E L L O
J O A N  L O R R A I N E  A L L M O N D
C H A R L E S  W I L L I A M  A N D E R S O N
D A V I D  R I C H A R D  A V I L A
R U T H  P O T T E R  B A L I S E
L I N D A  A N S A R D I  B A T E S
L O I S  B E L L
L O R R A I N E  A L Y C E  B E N H A M
J O H N A  L O U I S E  B E N T O N
A D E L E  S H A R O N  B E V A C Q U A
J A M E S  E D W A R D  B L A I R
M A R Y  E L L E N  B L A K E Y
R O S E M A R Y  A N N  B O L S T A D
O R B I A N D  M A R I C H A L  B O R G E S
A R T U R  B O R S K Y
P A U L  F R A N C I S  B O W L E R
E .  M I C H A E L  B R A D Y
H A R R Y  M I C H A E L  B R A V E R
B A R B A R A  A N N  B R I E N
J O A N  W .  C A P R A
J E A N  M A R I E  C A R O S E L L A
E L I S I A D O  C A B R A N Z A
D A V I D  J O H N  C A R R O L L
P A M E L A  C A S T R O
E L L E N  Z I M I T R A V I C H  C A T U C C I O
J O H N  E D W A R D  C A V A N A U G H
J O H N  R O B E R T  C H A S O T
C H E R Y L  A N N  C H R O S N I A K
R O B E R T  M .  C I C I O N E
S C O T T  A N D R E W  C L A R K
J E A N N E  S H E R M A N  C O L B E T H
C A R E Y  E U C E N E  C O L E M A N
M I C H A E L  A L E N N  C O R D E R O
E L A I N E  D A V I S
B E T T Y  A N N  D E L I S A
C A R O L  B A R T H O L O M E W  D O B B
J E R E M Y  E D W A R D  D R I S C O L L
É L É O N A R D  D R U R Y
É L A I N E  F .  E I S E N B E R G
A L I C I A  M A R Y  F A G A N
C H R I S T I N E  M A R Y  F O L E Y
S A R A  R I C E  F R E D E R I C K
P A M E L A  J E A N  G A D Z I K
C H R I S T I N E  P A L L U O T T O  G A U D I O
M I C H A E L  H A R R I S  G O L D F I E L D
J U D I T H  G O L D S M I T H
C H A R L E N E  M A E  G O S E L I N
N A N C Y  R U T H  G R E G O I R E
B E T H  A N N  G R O T H E E R
K R I S T I N E  M .  H A L L
J E A N N E  N E W T O N  H A R D Y
L A U R E  L E V Y D I C  H A R K N E S S
L E O  B E N N A R D  H A R B I N T O N
R E N E E  P R I M U S  H A R R I S
E S T H E R  H E L F E R
F R A N K  P .  H I L L
P E G G Y  A .  M I L L E R  H I L L
M I L D R E D  L O O  H O C H H E I R E R
C A R O L  R I C H A R D S O N  H O L T
J O H N  E .  H O R N
S U S A N  C O O N  H O W A R D
W I L L A M A E  H U C K A B Y
P A U L E T T E  D E L G A D O  H U R A Y
M A R Y  E L L E N  H U S S E Y
C A R L O S  B .  J A C K S O N
K A T H L E E N  D I B I A S O  J A R D I N E
D O U G L A S  F R A N K L I N  J O H N S O N
J A N I C E  R O Y  J O R D A N
J U D I T H  A .  J O R D A N
A R T H U R  E D W A R D  J O S E P H
N I N A  E L A I N E  K A R A G O R G E
M A R Y  E L L E N  K I L L E E N
J A N E T  R U T H  K O E S K I
J U D I T H  S .  K U L I C K
R I T A  M A R I A  L A N D U C C I
D I A N E  F R E E M A N  L I N D S A Y
P E T E R  L Y N C H
S U S A N  M A O Z
P A T R I C I A  A N N  M A R G A I T I S
J O S E P H I N E  M A R B O W
D A V I D  J O H N  M A T U L I S
D E B O R A H  L E E  M A Z Z A
M I R I A M  D .  M C W I L L I A M S
M A R I O N  C O R N E L I O U S  M I T C H E L L
S U S A N  L A W R E N C E  M O N A C K
C A R O L E  M A L L A C K  M U C H A
M A R Y  M U L C A N Y
M A R Y  D O R O T H Y  M U L V A N E Y
D .  C R A G  N E W T O N
S U Z A N N E  M A R I O N  F A C E
L O I S  I V Y  P A N I K O F F
S T E V E N  L .  P R O C O F I O
K E N N E T H  G L E N N  R I C H A R D
R O S A L Y N  B E R N A D I N E  R O G E R S
P A M E L A  T R I E F F  R U B I N
C H A R L E S  T .  R U T A N
C H R I S T Y  R E P P E R T  S A C K S
T H O M A S  J .  S A L E M M E
C H A R L E S  T E D  S A N S O L O
S A R A H  P A R K E R  S A N T O P I E T R O
E L E A N O R  L E E  S A P E R S T E I N
P A U L  R A Y M O N D  S C O L L A N
A N N  K E I T H L I N E  S C H R I B N E R
R A L P H  L E W I S  S I E G E L
K K A R E N  P .  S I L V E R M A N
D E L B E R T  A N D R É  S I M M O N S
P E T E R  R .  S K O L E M
C A T H Y  L E I G H  S M I T H
K A T H R I N  S M I T H
S H A R O N  A L B E R T A  S P E L L M A N
K A R E N  W I N T E R  S T E W A R T
K A T H L E E N  S T O L L E
J A M E S  B R I A N  S U L L I V A N
J A N I C E  M A R I A  T H O M P S O N
O L G A  U N I T A  W E E K E S  T H O M P S O N
S Y L V I A  H I L L  T O L L I E R
L A  V O R A  G E N E L L A  D I X O N  T U C K E R
B E T H  V A N  G O R D E N
L I N D A  M I C H E L L E  V O L L E
D I A N E  T U R C O  W A L S H
J U D I T H  A N N E  W A R D
M A R Y  W I L S O N
C A R O L E  T I L S O N  Y O U N G
R O B E R T  A L L I S O N  Y O U N G
J U D I T H  M I L L E R  Z A C H S
THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Juris Doctor

Richard V. Ackerson
Kurt Manton Ahlberg
Milo O. Alexander
Lloyd Lewis Anderson
Richard David Arcanti
David M. Ashin
Jeffrey Charles Bannon
Malcolm Francis Barlow
Lawrence William Bates, Jr.
Lewis F. Beers III
Paul M. Berg
Kenneth Roger Berman
Steven Alan Berman
Margaret Jane Berthold
Richard Thomas Biggar
Pamela D. Bochinski
Jane A. Boyle
James E. Bransfield
Brian LeRoy Breeding
Mark William Brosky
Donna Jean Brooks
Hollace Peterson Brooks
Iris June Brown
Susan Jane Bryson
Thomas Joseph Burns
Thomas Dennis Callahan
Frank Joseph Cannito, Jr.
Mark Carrington
Dennis Lee Carroll
Mark R. Carta
Richard Ernest Castiglioni
Arlene R. Celotto
Lawrence DuRant Church
Carol Shilfer Clapp
Thomas Patrick Clifford III
Robert Dennis Coffey
Louis Blaine Cohen
Eric Dean Coleman
Elizabeth R. Collins
Henrietta Maria Cone
David Richard Connell
Eugene A. Cooney
Fergus David Corbett
Lawrence Alan Cox
Linda Lee Crandall
Rosita Maria Creamer
John Francis Cronan
William Edward Curry, Jr.
Perry Katherine Daniels
William Richard Darcy
James Davis
Thomas DeMatteo
Eugene Michele Dieringer
Doretta Ann DiNello Sweeney
James Joseph Doody III
Patrick Burns Dorsey
Marguerite Janice Doyle
Allan T. Driscoll
Mark Arthur Dubois
Richard Edwin Dunne III

Richard Warren Dyer
Wayne Douglas Effron
Louis Peter Fagnant, Jr.
Susan Speltz Feltsus
Robert A. Ferges
Bruce Lloyd Fitzpatrick
Charles Worrall Fleischmann
John Andrew Florek
Ronald Albert Forkel
James Larry Fooy
Eric T. Franzen
Frederick Mark Fucci
Alice Taylor Gale
John Quentin Gale
John Francisco Gallo, Jr.
Harry Garfinckel
Thomas Frederick Garrett
Patricia Marie Geanakacoss
Robert Victor Gunta, Jr.
Norton Glass
Wildor C. Gleason
Frank Maximilian Goetz III
Angela Collins Grant
Lorrie Greenhouse
Melanie Anne Gross
Thomas Joseph Hagarty, Jr.
Linda Handman
Scott Andrew Harman
Marion Kimball Hettena
Ann Gauthier Hicks
Nellie Jo Hill
Judith Debra Hoberman
Sheila Sylvia Horvitz
Lois Ann Huot
Brenda L. Jackson
Donald Alan Jacobs, Jr.
Evans Jacobs
Richard Carl Jacobson
James Richard Joyce
Alan Stuart Kanno
David G. Kaplan
Karen Lee Karpie
Stephen David Katzman
Joel Michael Kaye
Richard A. Keenley, Jr.
Christine Elyse Keller
Robert James Kelley
James Kerr Kelliher
Jane Elizabeth Kelly
William Joseph Kerrigan
Michael John Kiely
John Joseph Kindl
John Albert Klein
Steven Jeffrey Kliger
Kathryn MacKay Kolhorst
Jean Ann Labutis
Richard William Lafferty
Dennis Charles Lanzoni
Gary Michael Laughlin
Daniel Lavin

Forty-three
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

BRUCE MITCHELL ABEL
DUANE NORMAND CYR
ELIZABETH DANIELS
CHRISTOPHER GEORGE DONALDSON
RICHARD ANTHONY DVARSKAS
JONATHAN ALBERT FAIRBANKS
GORDON MARTIN FINGERMAN
JOHN ERIC FINKELSTONE
EDWARD ROBERT FOURNIER, JR.
MARTIN BARRY GOLDSTEIN
ALAN MCLEOD HARVEY
THOMAS A. KELLY, JR.
SOK-JA KIM
JOSEPH PAUL KRAJC
STEVEN CHARLES LAKES
KEVIN PHILIP LANGAN
JOSEPH CHARLES MECCA
THOMAS JOHN MENS
WILLIAM CARL NASH
JAMES NICKOLAS NICKOU
MARK OBADOWSKI
DBOR JOSHUA PAPP
DENNIS PAUL SCHWEITZER
RICHARD JOHN SKINNER
IDA WICHMANN SMITH
RICHARD WILLIAM VALACHOVIC
THOMAS E. WRIGHT

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

ELISHA HORNBLOWER ATKINS
EUGENE AXELBOD
ROBERT S. BERNESTEIN
MICHAEL ROBERT BOURQUE
THOMAS KINSMAN BUNKHARD
WINSTON ARTHUR CAMPBELL
JOHN AMBROSE COLLINS III
CATHY JEANNE COSHAL
B. HEWAT DAVIES
JAN DELLI-BOVI
BARRY DAVID ELSON
MARK DAMIAN ERASMUS
JOSEPH CARMINE FANTONE III
JAMES JOSEPH GALLACHER, JR.
DAVID GORDON
JONATHAN ELLI GOTTBERG
WILLIAM O'BRIEN GULLEY, JR.
ALAN WELDON HACKFORD
CHARLES LUDVIG GABRIEL HALASZ
CHALMERS MARTIN HAMILL III
ALVAH VICTOR HINCKLEY
DAVID RICHARDSON HUBBARD, JR.
JOHN DOMINIC HUNT
DONALD JOHN INNES, JR.
KENT J. JOHNSON
CYRUS JORDAN
EDWARD PETER KOZA
RONALD ANTHONY KROSS
JANE ROBERTA LUBIN
PAULINE M. MCGEAN-GRAY
KAREN MAE MACNUGG
ERROL CHARLES MALLETT
DAVID M. MARKOWITZ

KATHLEEN K. McKNIGHT
JACQUES MENDELSON
MAUREEN ELIZABETH MILLEA
RICHARD EDWIN NILSON
BRADFORD W. NOLL
VALERIE A. OMICIOLO
LAWRENCE MILES PARELES
ROBERT ARTHUR PIKE
ARTHUR LEWIS POCH
CLIFFORD CARL PODDEWELL
ELIZABETH "RUSTI" QUINTO
STEPHEN JOSPEH ROBERTS
JOEL BENJAMIN ROSENBERG
JOSEPH ROSENBLATT
DONALD GARY ROSENTHAL
ROBERT ARTHUR SAVAGES
HAROLD ELIOIT SANDALS
MARTIN E. SAVAGE, JR.
RHEMA ELIZABETH SAYERS
ALAN LARRY SCHWACH
DANIEL JOSEPH SOOPETTA
Marilyn J. Goske Rudick
JANE T. SILVA
MIKE H. SUMMERER
RAMSEY TARABISHY
EDWARD A. TRUDEAU
PETER EVAN TURNER
BENJAMIN TUTTLE
ROZANN FRANCES VENTI
NELSON CLARK WALKER II
LAWRENCE CHAKIN WILEN
CAROL IRENE WILLIAMS
ROGER WUNDERLICH
MARY ZATKOWSKI

Forty-five
RAFIG R. ABOU-SHAABAN, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
Doctoral Dissertation: Interactions and Transformations of Drugs in the Solid State

DONALD LEWIS ALDERMAN, in Education: Evaluation and Measurement
Doctoral Dissertation: Artificial Intelligence and Educational Psychology: A Probabilistic Computing Model for Well-Defined Problems

JOSEPH AKYEENE AMPIAW, in Education: Foundations of Education

ROBERT ANDREW ANGUS, in Zoology: Ecology
Doctoral Dissertation: Origin and Distribution of Multiple Clones in Unisexual Fishes

ALI ABDEL-CHANY ANTAR, in Physics: Atomic, Molecular, and Nuclear
Doctoral Dissertation: Ionization and Inelastic Energy Loss Measurements of Inner-Shell Excitations in MeV Kr⁺-Kr and Kr⁺-Xe Collisions

BARBRA APFELBAUM, in Italian
Doctoral Dissertation: Sibilla Aleramo: A Critical Biography

NANCY R. ARNOLD, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of the Elementary School Principal as Manager or Teacher and the Relationship with Teacher Morale and Interaction with Teachers and Children

STEVEN JAMES ASHBY, in Psychology: Child and Developmental
Doctoral Dissertation: The Development of the Ability to Combine Responses in Problem Solving

CAROL E. AVERY, in Education: Technical and Industrial
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of Selected Factors in Relation to the Program Choices of Adult Undergraduate Women in Continuing Education

PAUL E. BAKER, in Pathobiology: Virology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Induced Membrane Crystallinity on Rous Sarcoma Virus-Transformed Chicken Embryo Fibroblasts

BRENDA JOY BAMBRough, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Level of Aspiration Behavior, Sex Role Differences, Personal Adjustment, and Interpersonal Trust, and their Relationship to Marital Adjustment

ROGERS GOODING BARLATt, in Chemistry: Inorganic

ANTHONY CARL BAZAN, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmacognosy
Doctoral Dissertation: Pigments of Lachnanthes Tinctoria

ROBERT L. BEACH, in Regulatory Biology (Physiology): Neurobiology
Doctoral Dissertation: Acetylcholine Synthesis in Parasympathetic Neurons Nerve Terminals

DAVID ROss BENNETT, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development

GARY DEAN BENT, in Physics: Solid-State
Doctoral Dissertation: An Ab Initio Calculation of the Electronic Properties of the N⁺ Defect in Potassium Azide

SHOSHANNA BEN Tsvi-MAYER, in Education: Foundations of Education
Doctoral Dissertation: The Attitudes of Israeli Teachers and Students toward the Two Sexes and Their Sexually Stereotyped Behaviors
WILFRED RUSSELL BERGER, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Competition on the Self Concept, Peer Social Acceptance, and Work Productivity of Mental Retardates in Vocational Training

LARRY GRANT BEST, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Classical Partitiones Orationis in the Homilies of Aelfric: An Overview

ALAN MARK BIEBER, JR., in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Neutron Activation Analysis of Archaeological Ceramics from Cyprus

SUSAN LOUISE BLAKE, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Modern Black Writers and the Folk Tradition

VINCENT LOUIS BOLDUC, in Sociology: Urban
Doctoral Dissertation: Association and Community: A Case Study in Problems of Voluntary Action, Integration, Oligarchy, and Legitimacy

LEONARD R. BORSARI, in Education: Guidance, Counseling, and Personnel
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of Selected Cognitive and Affective Effects of Deciding on Middle School Students

ALAN CHARLES BOULEY, in Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: Phonon Scattering Processes and Thermal Conduction in Copper Alloys at Very Low Temperatures

JEAN CARTER BRADLEY, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: Differences in Perceptions of Curriculum Objectives of Associate Degree and Baccalaureate Degree Nurses in Different Practice Settings

DAVID J. BRAITMAN, in Biobehavioral Science: Neuropsychology
Doctoral Dissertation: Unit Activity in the Inferotemporal Cortex of Rhesus Monkey during the Performance of Visual Discrimination Tasks

SCOTT BRAND, in Biobehavioral Science: Neuromorphology
Doctoral Dissertation: Quantitative Anatomical Analysis of the Cat Cerebellar Cortex

HUGH MALCOLM BROWN, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: The Isolation and Characterization of Indole-3-Acetaldehyde Reductases and Their Role in Auxin Synthesis in Cucumis sativus

ROBERT HOWARD BULLIS, in Physics: Atomic, Molecular, and Nuclear
Doctoral Dissertation: Low Energy Electron-Helium Total Scattering Measurements

MARY PATRICE BURKE, in Political Science: International Relations
Doctoral Dissertation: Foreign Aid and Foreign Policy: U.S. Aid to Turkey

BARBARA ANN CAMPBELL, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Monitoring the Child on Drug Therapy in the Public Schools of Connecticut

SHUN-TAI CHANG, in Metallurgy
Doctoral Dissertation: Age Hardening Behavior of Tantalum-Hafnium Alloys

CHERYL CHATFIELD CHASSER, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: How Adolescents' Affective Responses to Four Short Stories Relate to the Factors of Age, Sex, and Intelligence

JOCELYN CHEN, in Education: Educational Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: Abstract Concept Ability in Children under List and Sentence Conditions of Exemplar Presentation
GAIL KATHRYN CHESTER-WITT, in Education: Administration
**Doctoral Dissertation:** A Study of the Relationship between the Leadership Behavior of Supervisors and Their Behavior during the Supervisory Conference Cycle of Clinical Supervision as Perceived by Teachers

LING LING CHUNG, in Biophysics
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Preparation and Kinetic Properties of Specifically Carbamylated Hemoglobins

JOSEPH VICTOR CISTULLI, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Perceptions of Legislators, Administrators, Faculty, and Advisory Councils towards Three Aspects of Community Services in Public Two-Year Colleges

ROSALIND McCRAE COCHRANE, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Acquisition of /r/ and /l/ by Japanese Children and Adults Learning English as a Second Language

THOMAS JOHN CONDON, in Psychology: Clinical
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Systematic Desensitization: An Evaluation of a Psychoanalytic Model of Its Effectiveness

KEITH JEFFREY CONNERS, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
**Doctoral Dissertation:** A Comparison of the Recreational Quality of Intercollegiate Athletic Programs in Selected Institutions of Higher Education

DOROTHY ANN COOK, in English
**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Role of the Heroine in Six Shakespearean Comedies

ROBERT JAMES COX, in Materials Science: Polymer Science
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Synthesis, Thermal Properties, and Phase Diagrams of Two New Series of Liquid Crystalline Compounds

JAMES JOSEPH CREMINS, in Education: Special
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Short-Term Memory Performance in Emotionally Disturbed Children

ARTHUR RENFRO CROWELL, JR., in Education: Special
**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Exercise of Influence on Ad Hoc Child Study Teams

CHARLES WALLIS DARLING, in English
**Doctoral Dissertation:** "Giver of Due Regard": The Poetry of Richard Wilbur

THEODORE DECORSO, JR., in Music
**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Effect of Changes in the Sound Level, Frequency, and Harmonic Structure of Clarinet Performances on Perception of Musical Interpretation

JUDSON MARSHALL DE CEW, JR., in Political Science: Comparative Politics
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Political Experience and Electoral Behavior in Brazil: Rio Grande do Sul, 1950-1974

NIKOLAOS GEORGE DEMETRIADIS, in Chemistry: Polymer
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Design and Synthesis of Poly[(Substituted)Tetrathiafulvalenes]

DARLENE THERESE DESANTIS, in Biobehavioral Science: Developmental Psychobiology
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Factors Affecting the Development of Sleep and Wake States in the Rabbit

SILVIO DI GREGORIO, in Chemistry: Physical and Theoretical
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Electron Spin Resonance Study of Radiation Damage to Organic Compounds

SANDRA MARIE DONALDSON, in English
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Elizabeth Barrett Browning's Poetic and Feminist Philosophies in Aurora Leigh and Other Poems
IRA GOODKOFSKY, in Biomedical Science: Immunology
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies of the Properdin System

JAMES L. GORMLY, in History: United States

JUNE E. GOUVEIA, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Spenser's Allegorical Landscape: Setting as Consciousness in Books I-III of The Faerie Queene

DOUGLAS STUART GREENE, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
Doctoral Dissertation: Effect of Protein Binding on the Clinical Use of the Cephalosporin Antibiotics

MARTIN JOSEPH GREENGRASS, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Mechanisms Abetting the Maintenance of Social Inadequacy

JANICE SHELBURNE HAAGENSEN, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: River Tour

FREDERICK LOUIS HADDAD, in Education: Technical and Industrial
Doctoral Dissertation: Evaluation of the Ninth Grade Pilot Remedial Reading Program in the Connecticut Vocational-Technical School System

PHILIP PATRICK HALLORAN, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: The Ontogeny of Linear Patterns among Young Children of Above and Below Average Ability

WALTER SCHROEDER HANDY, JR., in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: The Joint Influences of Failure at an Experimental Task and Personality Characteristics on Experimental Task Persistence

VALERIE SCOTT HARRIS, in Psychology: General Experimental
Doctoral Dissertation: Copulatory Behavior of Male Rats Following Lesions of the Corticomedia! Component of the Amygdala

GEORGE RAYMOND HEALEY, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship between Locus of Control and Location of School to Acceptance of Behavior by Elementary School Teachers

BERNARD HORN, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: The Forms of Self-Awareness in Norman Mailer's Novels

SALLY GRAHAM HORNOR, in Zoology: Ecology
Doctoral Dissertation: Benthic Microbial Respiration of a Soft-Water Lake

ANTHONY HSU-AN HSTA, in Fluid Dynamics
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Aeration on Water Jet Spreading

PHOEBE KAN HUANG, in Linguistics
Doctoral Dissertation: Wh-Fronting in English

ROBERTA TRACY HYIE, in German
Doctoral Dissertation: Uwe Johnsons Jahrestage: Die Gegenwart als variierende Wiederholung der Vergangenheit

JOHN PETER IANNIELLO, in Oceanography
Doctoral Dissertation: Non-Linearly Induced Residual Currents in Tidally Dominated Estuaries

GERARD THOMAS INDELICATO, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Relationship of the Principal's Personality Orientation, Sex, and Years of Administrative Experience to the Perceived Leadership Behavior of the Principal
JANELLE RAE JOHNSON, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: Differences in Personality Traits of Special Education and Elementary Education College Students

SALLY HICKERSON JOHNSON, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Form and Philosophy in the Novels of Doris Lessing

GEORGE MICHAEL KATSIMBRIS, in Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: Size Distribution Effects and the Business Demand for Money: An Econometric Study

BEVERLY ANN KELTON, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of the Relationship between Pupil Control Ideology Held by Professional Staff and Children's Beliefs in Internal-External Control

YOUNG-WON KIM, Metallurgy
Doctoral Dissertation: Radiation Damage and Defect Annealing of Thermal Neutron Irradiated Tungsten

CHARLES H. KIRCHER, in Pathobiology: Pathology
Doctoral Dissertation: Pathology of Avian Viral Arthritis

ELINOR LIVINGSTON KNODEL, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Aerobic Glycolysis: A Study of Control Mechanisms in the Rat Polycystic Ovary

ANDREW KOFFMANN, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Locus of Control and Adjustment Related to Outcome of Two Treatments for Insomnia

CHARLES DELMAR KONOPKA, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Applying Dynamic Programming to the Design of Public School Curriculum

LEON GORDON KRAFT III, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Doctoral Dissertation: Pole-Placement Using an Arbitrarily Fast Adaptive Observer

GEORGE ARTHUR LAGIOS, in Education: Foundations of Education

JACK JEFFREY LAVERTY, in Psychology: General Experimental
Doctoral Dissertation: Septal Lesions in C57BL/6J Mice: Effects on Various Behaviors in Maze and Free-Escape Water Tasks

KOON-WAH LEONG, in Chemistry: Polymer
Doctoral Dissertation: Biodegradable Polymer: Synthesis and Characterization of α-Benzylated Nylons and Related Polymers

NEHEMIA LEVIN, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: The Attitudes of Jewish Administrators of Russian, Polish, and Israeli Descent in Institutions of Higher Education in Israel toward Students of Ashkenazic and Sephardic or Oriental Background

EDWARD ROBERT LILLY, in Education: Administration
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Kuang-Hsing Terence Lin, in Agricultural Economics

*Doctoral Dissertation:* A Market-Model Analysis of Aggregate Food Marketing Services with Some Policy Implications with Respect to Service Reduction

John Peter Listro, in Education: Technical and Industrial

*Doctoral Dissertation:* Accounting Principles of Nonprofit Organizations and Their Status in Current Accounting Programs

John Edward Lochman, in Psychology: Clinical

*Doctoral Dissertation:* Elicited Reciprocity of Approval and Disapproval in Dating Couples' Conflict Interactions

Anthony Lolli, Jr., in Education: Educational Psychology

*Doctoral Dissertation:* A University-Wide Multivariate Validation of a Student Rating Scale for Teacher Evaluation

Bruce London, in Sociology: Urban

*Doctoral Dissertation:* Metropolis and Nation: An Ecological Analysis of Primate City-Hinterland Relationships in Thailand

George J. Lough, Jr., in History: United States

*Doctoral Dissertation:* The Champlins of Newport: A Commercial History

Judson Merrick Lyon, in History: Modern European

*Doctoral Dissertation:* Britain and the Crisis of Liberian Independence, 1903-1909

Mark Maximillian Manak, in Biochemistry

*Doctoral Dissertation:* Protein Synthesis Inhibition by Mengovirus: Studies on the Role of Native 40S Ribosomal Subunits

Peter Humphrey Martin, in Education: Elementary

*Doctoral Dissertation:* Effects of Child Involvement in Physically Modifying the Classroom Environment on Student Attitude toward School and Student Evaluation of the Classroom Setting

William Thomas McCarville, in Chemistry: Polymer

*Doctoral Dissertation:* Heterogeneous Acid Catalysis by Polymer Colloids

Stuart James McEntee, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration

*Doctoral Dissertation:* Predicting Academic Success for the Reverse Transfer Student in the Public Two-Year Community Colleges in the State of Connecticut

Karen E. McLoughlin, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration

*Doctoral Dissertation:* Locus of Control Change in College Students: A Multivariate Study

Robert James McMahon, in History: United States

*Doctoral Dissertation:* The United States and Decolonization in Southeast Asia: The Case of Indonesia, 1945-1949

Francis Raphael Menotti, in Physics

*Doctoral Dissertation:* Determination of the Anisotropy of the Long Range Atom-Molecule Potential from Measured Cross-Section Ratios for Oriented LiF Molecules Scattering from Inert Gas Targets

Linda R. Meyer, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development

*Doctoral Dissertation:* The Effect of Two Competitive Situations on the Selected Gross Motor Performances of Emotionally Handicapped Children

Marianne Spalding Michaels, in French

*Doctoral Dissertation:* Feminist Tendencies in the Works of Mme de Stael

H. Blaine Miller, in Education: Administration

*Doctoral Dissertation:* A Method of Reducing Error in Public School Enrollment Projections
HAROLD MCCABE MILLER, in Applied Mechanics
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of a Non-Linear, Tunable, Free-Piston Vibration Absorber

SIGYN C. MINIER-BIRK, in French
Doctoral Dissertation: L'oeuvre romanesque de Madame de Charrière: Réflexion systématique et création dans les Lettres neuchâteloises, Mistriss Henley, et les Lettres écrites de Lausanne

DOUGLAS BERNARD MIRON, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Doctoral Dissertation: Improvement of Ocular Resolution in the Presence of Nystagmus

ROBERT SYDNEY MUNSON, JR., in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Lipid A: 3-Deoxy D-Mannoctulosonate (KDO) Transferase Reaction in Salmonella typhimurium

MIMI C. MURRAY, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship of Attitudes toward Achievement of Elementary School Girls and Participation in Educational Sport

SANJEEVA N. MURTHY, in Materials Science: Polymer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: Study of Macromolecules in Solution by Small Angle X-Ray Scattering: Subunit Structure of L-Asparaginase

WILLIAM ATWATER MUSSEN, JR., in Political Science: Comparative Politics
Doctoral Dissertation: Socialism and the British Parliamentary Labour Party, 1945-75

ROBERT ALLEN MUSSON, in Biomedical Science: Immunology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Chemotactic Factors and an Activatable Serine Esterase in Immune Dependent Phagocytosis by Human Neutrophils

MICHAEL MORGAN MYERS, in Biobehavioral Science: Developmental Psychobiology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Neonatal Handling on Rat Brain Tryptophan Hydroxylase

TERRANCE MICHAEL NEAREY, in Linguistics
Doctoral Dissertation: Phonetic Feature Systems for Vowels

ROBERT CONRAD NESS, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Illness and Adaptation in a Newfoundland Outport

KOIT OJAMAA, in Linguistics
Doctoral Dissertation: Temporal Aspects of Phonological Quantity in Estonian

FLAVIA A. O'ROURKE, in Entomology
Doctoral Dissertation: Hybridization and Systematics of Western Hemisphere Species of Milkweed Bugs of the Genus Oncopeltus (Hemiptera: Lygaeidae)

PATRICK J. O'Rourke, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Anxiety, Academic Evaluation, Culture, Ability, and Sex on the Achievement of Community College Students

CAROL CARR OSTROWSKI, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: The Dynamics of Roguery: Studies of the Jacobean Rogue in Selected Plays of Jonson and Middleton

PETER PHILIP OSTROWSKI, in Fluid Dynamics
Doctoral Dissertation: Shock Tube Measurement of Nitric Oxide and Atomic Oxygen by Means of Chemiluminescent Radiation

SANDRA POUCHET PAQUET, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Politics and the Novels of George Lamming

RAYMOND THOMAS PAVLAK, in Education: Foundations of Education
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RUKMANI PENNATHUR, in Biophysics

**Doctoral Dissertation:** Influence of Allosteric Effectors on the Oxygenation of Hemoglobin

GEORGE PEREZ, in Spanish

**Doctoral Dissertation:** La prosa literaria de Rufino José Cuervo

ERIKA E. PILVER, in Political Science: American Political System

**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Politics and Administration of Higher Education in Connecticut

MICHAEL BRUCE PINES, in Education: Educational Psychology

**Doctoral Dissertation:** An Investigation of the Effectiveness of Contingency Contracting Using Teachers and Peers as Contract Managers

ROBERT FREDERICK PORT, in Linguistics

**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Influence of Speaking Tempo on the Duration of Stressed Vowel and Medial Stop in English Trochee Words

ROGER STEWART PRESSMAN, in Applied Mechanics

**Doctoral Dissertation:** A Method for the Selection of Metal Cutting Variables Using a Machining State Description

NORAH STONEMAN PROCTOR, in Botany: Phycology and Morphology

**Doctoral Dissertation:** Effects of Shorebirds on Dispersal and Growth of Algae in Connecticut

STEPHEN GEORGE RABE, in History: United States

**Doctoral Dissertation:** The United States and Venezuela, 1908-1948

CARL HENRY RASMUSSEN, in Mathematics

**Doctoral Dissertation:** Oscillatory and Asymptotic Behavior of Systems of Ordinary Linear Differential Equations

KATHLEEN NICHOLAS REED, in Education: Elementary

**Doctoral Dissertation:** An Investigation of the Effect of Sustained Silent Reading on Comprehension Skills and Reading Attitudes of Urban Secondary School Students

HAROLD LAURENCE RIDGE, in Education: Elementary

**Doctoral Dissertation:** A Study of Young Children's Developing Knowledge of Linear Patterns

CAROL RINGROSE, in Education: Administration

**Doctoral Dissertation:** An Exploratory Study of the Relationship between the Teacher's Perception of the Bases of Power Used by Selected Elementary Principals, the Management Systems of Their Schools, and Selected Characteristics of the Principals

JEFFREY ROBBINS, in Cell Biology

**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Preparation and Characterization of Myosin Complementary DNA

PAULA ANN IVASKA ROBBINS, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration

**Doctoral Dissertation:** Career Change in Males in Middle Adulthood and Its Implications for Higher Education

JOANNA FRODIN ROBINSON, in Economics: Money and Banking

**Doctoral Dissertation:** A New Look at Costs and Benefits of Membership in the Federal Reserve System

JOHN PATRICK ROCHE, in Sociology: Urban

**Doctoral Dissertation:** Ethnic Attitudes and Ethnic Behavior: Italian Americans in Two Rhode Island Suburban Communities

EVELYN CONSTANCE ROHNER, in Psychology: General Experimental

**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Relationship between Avoidance Training during Pregnancy and Changes in Offspring Catecholamine Levels and Behavior in C57BL/6J Mice
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ROBERT JOSEPH ROTELLA, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development

**Doctoral Dissertation:** An Analysis of the Relationship between Primary Sport Participation and Reduction of Psychological Conflict over the Child-Training Practice of Achievement

STUART ROTHENBERG, in Political Science: International Relations

**Doctoral Dissertation:** United States-Canadian Relations, 1950-1973: The Limits of Community

RICHARD L. ROTUNDO, in Biobehavioral Science: Developmental Psychobiology

**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Effects of Handling on the Development of the Adrenal Medulla in the Rat

ROBERT JOHN SCHRECK, in Education: Administration

**Doctoral Dissertation:** Litchfield, Connecticut and an Analysis of its Political Leadership, 1719 to 1784

SANDRA DAVIDSON SCOTT, in Philosophy

**Doctoral Dissertation:** Ethics and Politics in Kant and Rawls

JOHN JOSEPH SEALER, in Political Science: International Relations


THEODORE STEPHEN SERGI, in Education: Administration

**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Relationship between Socio-Economic, Demographic, and Municipal Characteristics of Connecticut School Districts and Their Local Demand for Education: 1964 to 1974

CAROL F. SHADOIAN, in English

**Doctoral Dissertation:** E. E. Cummings, Cubist Poet: The Thought and Aesthetic of E. E. Cummings

DOUGLAS SHANDER, in Biobehavioral Science: Endocrinology

**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Role of Luteinizing Hormone Releasing Hormone (LH-RH) in the Regulation of Luteinizing Hormone (LH) and Follicle Stimulating Hormone (FSH) Secretion in the Female Hamster

GREGORY BRUCE SHASBY, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development

**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Flexibility Response of Young and Elderly Subjects to an Eight Week Program of Static Stretching Exercises

PARESH J. SHETH, in Materials Science: Polymer Science

**Doctoral Dissertation:** Wear and Degradation of Polymers and Polymeric Composite Materials

JOAN ADRIA SELCER SIDNEY, in Education: Secondary

**Doctoral Dissertation:** An Evaluation of Selected Cognitive Effects of a Non-Sexist Intervention Kit on the Sex-Role Concepts of Graduate Education Students

DENNIS MARTIN SMADI, in Psychology: Child and Developmental

**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Development of Inferential Behavior and Transitive Inference in Children

ALPHONSE EUGENE SIERICA, in Biomedical Science: Anatomy and Cell Biology

**Doctoral Dissertation:** Isolation and Partial Biochemical and Metabolic Characterization of a Bile Canalicular Plasma Membrane Fraction from Regenerating Rat Liver

CHARLES DAVID SMITH, in Education: Secondary

**Doctoral Dissertation:** Formative Evaluation and Achievement in Large Statistics Classes at the College Level

JACQUELINE CONRARD SMITH, in French

**Doctoral Dissertation:** Structures scientifiques dans la *Délie* de Maurice Scève
STEWART NELSON SMITH, in Agricultural Economics

THOMAS G. SMITH, in History: United States
Doctoral Dissertation: From the Heart of the American Desert to the Court at St. James: The Public Career of Lewis W. Douglas of Arizona, 1894-1974

LINDA CRICILLO SPOCK, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Instructional Sets and Treatment Credibility as Influences on Analogue Speech Anxiety

GERALD A. STRAND, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: University Power as Affected by a Shift in Academic Goals

RICHARD WALKER STRATTON, in Economics: Labor
Doctoral Dissertation: Local Labor Market Structure: Its Effects on Wages

GREGORY EUGENE SWEET, in Materials Science: Polymer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: Chemical Degradation and Stress-Cracking of Drawn Poly(ethylene terephthalate) Fibers

LAWRENCE TAMARKIN, in Biobehavioral Science: Endocrinology
Doctoral Dissertation: Photoperiod and Melatonin Effects on the Reproductive System of the Syrian Hamster

Toby S. Tamarkin, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Impact of Career Education Components upon Foreign Language Learners' Skills and Attitudes

RUTA MACKEVICIUS TEISMANN, in Human Development and Family Relations: Family Life
Doctoral Dissertation: Phenomenological Analysis of Interpersonal Decision-Making as a Function of Fear of Success in Women and of Dominance in Men

MARVIN GARDNER THOMPSON, in History: United States
Doctoral Dissertation: Litchfield, Connecticut and an Analysis of its Political Leadership, 1719 to 1784.

JAMES T. TODD, in Psychology: General Experimental
Doctoral Dissertation: Attending to Change: Implications for a Coalitional Theory of Human Information Processing

JOHN HAROLD TREGILCAS, in Metallurgy
Doctoral Dissertation: The Influence of Electron Drag on Dislocation Motion in Superconducting Niobium

ATHANASIOS A. TRILIANOS, in Education: Administration

NANCY SHELDON TRUE, in Chemistry: Physical and Theoretical
Doctoral Dissertation: Low Resolution Microwave Spectroscopic Studies of Esters

OLGA VERRO, in Education: Technical and Industrial
Doctoral Dissertation: Selected Characteristics, Vocational Interests, and Reasons for the Enrollment of the Secondary Students in Traditional and Occupational Home Economics Programs

NORMA MARCOT NICKERL VON RAGENFELD, in History: Modern European
Doctoral Dissertation: The Attitude and Behavior of the Prussian Civil Service toward the Working Class in the Rhineland, 1889-1905

STEPHEN PAUL WATIE, in Biobehavioral Science: Developmental Psychobiology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Neonatal Development of Behavioral States in the Rabbit
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SUSAN WARSHAUER, in Psychology: Social  

JAMES P. WATERS, in Electrical Engineering: Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics  
Doctoral Dissertation: Matrix Optimization of Ultrasonic Arrays

THOMAS STEPHEN WEINBERG, in Sociology: Social Control and Deviant Behavior  

JAMES WENDELL WESSMAN, in Anthropology  
Doctoral Dissertation: Demographic Evolution and Agrarian Structure of a Sugar Cane Region in Puerto Rico

ANDREW EDWIN WHEELER, in Botany: Phycology and Morphology  
Doctoral Dissertation: Wall Composition, Structure, and Synthesis at the Ultrastructural Level in Derbesia tenuissima (De Notaris) Crouan

DOLORES HORNBACH WHELAN, in German  
Doctoral Dissertation: Das Bild der Frau in den Komödien Eduard von Bauernfelds: 1830-1870

MARIANNE WHELCEL, in English  
Doctoral Dissertation: "Re-forming the Crystal": The Evolution of Adrienne Rich as Feminist Poet

THOMAS MANKIT WONG, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics  
Doctoral Dissertation: Kinetics and Mechanism for the Formation and Hydrolysis of Thiosemicarbazones

DAVID RAYMOND YESNER, in Anthropology  
Doctoral Dissertation: Prehistoric Subsistence and Settlement in the Aleutian Islands

CHARLES A. YOERKIE, JR., in Applied Mechanics  
Doctoral Dissertation: Vibration Characteristics of Imperfect Cylindrical Shells with Rigidly Fixed Ends

ANDREW B. C. YU, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics  
Doctoral Dissertation: Pharmacokinetic of Cephalosporins in Bacterial Endocarditic Rabbits

PAUL M. ZIPIN, in Economics: Public Finance and Fiscal Policy  
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of Earmarking State Taxes on State Budgeting
ARMED SERVICES COMMISSION

Each year the President of the United States, through the Secretary of Defense, grants commissions to The University of Connecticut students in the Regular Service and in the Reserve Corps.

SECOND LIEUTENANTS, REGULAR ARMY

DENNIS M. BOUCHER, Infantry
JOHN E. GILCHRIST, Quartermaster
MARK A. SWARINGEN, Infantry

SECOND LIEUTENANTS, ARMY RESERVE

DONNA A. BARBUSCHAK
WILLIAM A. CAMPBELL
THOMAS A. COYLE, Jr.
MARK S. FEARON
STEPHEN L. HISCOCK

ROSA NNA R ENZONI
PAULA A. ROOG
PATRICIA M. STANKIEWICZ
DAVID W. TOWLE

SECOND LIEUTENANTS, AIR FORCE RESERVE

DAVID M. BLIZZARD
JOHN A. CANDELLA
RICHARD S. CARLSON
JIMMY H. CAUDILL
MICHAEL M. CHUDZIK
GUY E. CYR
KEITH W. FLETCHER
DAVID P. GOETT

RICHARD L. HARTNETT
BERNARD E. KNORRA
WESLEY J. LAPRE
ROBERT E. McGUINNESS
ANTHONY P. NEGRI
ROBERT P. PAGONI
JOHN A. SLEE
The Professional Diploma in Education is awarded for the completion of an approved program of study beyond the master's degree directed toward specialization in an area of professional education.

MARY BETH ANDERSON
JEROME A. AUCLAIR
JOHN PAUL AVERY
BERNARD C. BEAUCHAMP
STEPHEN A. BICKFORD
CHARLES L. BRISSON
WILLIAM W. BROKOWSKI
ADAM SEWELL BURROWS
JEAN TABOR CHAPMAN
MARLENE ANN CLARKE
PHILIP A. COCCHIOLA
RICHARD L. COHEN
RICHARD A. CORMIER
THOMAS B. DAY, JR.
RICHARD FRANK DOBLE
BARBARA ANN DRISCOLL
PAULA PIPOLI ERICKSON
WILLIAM C. ERIKSEN
JAMES J. FALLON, JR.
CHRISTINE FAUST
SISTER MARJORIE FISH
JOHN GAMBESKI
DAVID GANNON
RAYMOND N. GRADUAL
JOHN SHAPLEY GRAY, JR.
ANN GRIFFIN
LEROY E. HAY
VINCENT CURTIS HUNTER
NATALIE JOVINO
WILLIAM F. KAVANAUGH
MARGHERITA LOUISA KNIAST
HAROLD F. LAWSON

JOHN DAVID LINEEN
PATRICIA J. MANN
EDWINA BRYANT MARTIN
DELLIA M. MARTINEZ MARTINEZ
ALTON ROBERT McLOHON
GERALD MICHAEL MISTRETTA
JOAN E. MONTAQUILA
BARBARA B. NACHTLILY
MARY E. OLIVER
JOHN OSYPUK
GEORGE O. PARENT
GARY W. PARKMAN
WILLIAM PERLOTTO
FREDERICK A. PETERSON
JOHN HENRY PJOCTOR
EDWIN RABINOWITZ
ISADORE RAIMO
JOHN FREDERICK ROOT
EMMA ELIZABETH ROSE
EMIL SALZBERGER
STEPHEN G. SCHACHER
JACK L. SCHMIDMAN
MILLENCENT L. SCHMITT
SANDRA LYNNE SNOVER
MITCHELL STACHOWICZ
JOYCE ELLEN TIERNEY
DANIEL M. TIERNO
MARY GINN WEINLAND
GERMAINE WELCH
SPENCER HALE WHITNEY
ANN WHITTUM
MARK EDWARD WOLLMAN

Fifty-nine
RETIRING MEMBERS OF THE PROFESSIONAL STAFF

WILLIAM A. AHO, Professor of Poultry Science—
October 1, 1952 to July 1, 1976

IRVING D. BAKER, Associate Professor of Education—
September 16, 1962 to April 1, 1977

ALBERT C. BOLLEN, Coordinator of University Food Services—
July 1, 1958 to May 31, 1976

KENNETH BRADLEY, Associate Professor of Horticulture—
January 1, 1947 to October 1, 1977

ARTHUR B. BRONWELL, Professor of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science—
April 1, 1962 to April 1, 1977

HAMILTON D. EATON, Professor of Nutritional Sciences—
August 1, 1947 to October 1, 1977

MAURICE L. FARBER, Professor of Psychology—
September 16, 1948 to October 1, 1977

DONALD W. FRIEDMAN, Director of Public Information—
May 16, 1957 to September 1, 1976

HAROLD E. GRIFFIN, Associate Professor of Accounting—
September 16, 1957 to October 1, 1977

EVELYN V. HARTLEY, Associate Professor of Home Furnishings—
July 16, 1948 to November 1, 1976

WALTER A. KAESS, Associate Professor of Psychology—
September 16, 1951 to October 1, 1977

THOMAS S. KANE, Professor of English at the Waterbury Branch—
September 16, 1953 to October 1, 1977

ROBERT L. KANTER, Extension Professor and Lecturer in Sociology and Education—
September 1, 1966 to September 1, 1976

JOHN W. KARNOSE, Professor of Industrial Education and Associate Dean of the
School of Education—
September 16, 1950 to October 1, 1977

JOHN M. KAYS, Associate Professor of Animal Industries—
September 10, 1956 to October 1, 1977

JOSEPH M. LENT, Professor of Horticulture—
April 16, 1946 to October 1, 1977

STUART H. MANNING, Director of Summer Sessions and Credit Extension—
September 1, 1950 to September 1, 1977

LLOYD A. MITTERLING, Associate Professor of Pomology—
July 1, 1962 to July 1, 1976

STANLEY PAPANOS, County Agricultural Agent—
November 1, 1946 to January 1, 1977
HELENE RESCHOVSKY, Associate Professor of Mathematics—September 16, 1950 to October 1, 1977

LOUISE P. RIDER, Key Teacher at the E. O. Smith High School—September 1, 1958 to March 1, 1977

JOSEPH E. ROUSSEAU, Jr., Associate Professor of Nutritional Sciences—August 16, 1952 to September 21, 1957, March 16, 1959 to October 1, 1977

SOPHIE T. SAFIN, University Librarian III—September 18, 1941 to October 1, 1976

JOSEPH L. SCOTT, Associate Professor of Biology—September 16, 1950 to October 1, 1976

CYNTHIA R. SNOW, Professor of Art—September 16, 1948 to October 1, 1977

HARLEIGH B. TRECKER, Professor of Social Work—September 1, 1951 to October 1, 1977

MARSHALL WALKER, Professor of Physics—September 16, 1949 to October 1, 1977

JAMES H. WHITAKER, Professor of Agricultural Engineering—September 16, 1947 to October 1, 1977

SOLOMON E. WOLLMAN, University Photographer—November 16, 1951 to April 1, 1977

ANDREW LEE YOUNG, Assistant Professor of Mathematics at the Stamford Branch—September 16, 1962 to April 1, 1977
DEANS AND MARSHALS

University Marshal
MAX B. THATCHER

Assistant University Marshal
IRVING F. FELLOWS

Schools and College Deans and Marshals

College of Agriculture and Natural Resources. Edwin J. Kersting, Dean — Derek W. Allinson, Marshal

Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture. John P. H. Brand, Director — Nathan S. Hale, Marshal

School of Allied Health Professions. Pauline Fitz, Dean — Frances L. Gordon, Marshal

School of Business Administration. Ronald J. Patten, Dean — Ann Huckenbeck, Marshal

School of Dental Medicine. Harald Loe, Dean — Philip T. Levine, Marshal

School of Education. Mark R. Shibles, Dean — Thomas J. Sheehan, Marshal

School of Engineering. Peter W. McFadden, Dean — G. Michael Howard, Marshal

School of Fine Arts. James R. Johnson, Dean — Edward J. P. O’Connor, Marshal

Graduate School. Philip M. Rice, Dean — Herbert M. Kaufman, Marshal

School of Home Economics and Family Studies. Robert G. Ryder, Dean — Dorothea A. Mercier, Marshal

School of Law. Phillip I. Blumberg, Dean — Peter A. Lane, Marshal

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Julias A. Elias, Dean — Alvin Dozeman, Marshal

School of Medicine. Robert U. Massey, Dean — Steven J. Bongard, Marshal

School of Nursing. Eleanor K. Gill, Dean — Marguerite B. White, Marshal

School of Pharmacy. Arthur E. Schwarting, Dean — Karl A. Nieforth, Marshal

THE PROCESSIONAL

In the processional faculty appointed student representatives will carry the School or College banner.

The banner colors identifying the candidate groups are as follows:

College and School of Agriculture. Brown and Yellow
School of Allied Health Professions. Red
School of Business Administration. Almond
School of Dental Medicine. Lilac and Gold
School of Education. Light Blue
School of Engineering. Orange
School of Fine Arts. Brown and Pink
The Graduate School
Masters Candidates. Blue, White and Gold
Doctor of Philosophy. Gold
School of Home Economics. Maroon
School of Insurance. Almond and Gold
School of Law. Purple
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. White and Yellow
School of Medicine. Green and Gold
School of Nursing. Apricot
School of Pharmacy. Olive

At the University Commencement the University Marshal and the Assistant Marshal wear marshals’ ceremonial gowns of blue and white. The School and College Marshals and their aides wear blue beefeater caps.

Sixty-two
CAPS AND GOWNS

Academic caps and gowns represent a tradition which has come down from the universities of the Middle Ages. They were once common forms of clothing and were retained by the clergy when the laity adopted more modern dress. The early European universities were founded by the church; the students being clerics were obliged to wear prescribed gowns and caps at all times.

The usual color for gowns in America is black, though some universities are gradually adopting colors representative of their institutions. Hoods are lined with the college honors and are trimmed with the color appropriate to the degree:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Letters</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Medicine</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divinity</td>
<td>Scarlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts or Agriculture</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>Russet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Olive Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Caps are usually black. The tassel for the Bachelor of Arts, Science, and Engineering may be of the color distinctive of the degree, and the tassel for the Doctor of Philosophy may be made of gold thread.

THE MACE

THE MACE, carried by Professor Victor E. Scottron, Chairman of the University Senate Executive Committee, was first used by the President of the University in 1962. It is used on all occasions of academic ceremony at the University. At today’s Commencement, the entry of the Mace heralds the arrival of the academic procession.

The audience is requested to remain seated, so that all may see the procession. The Mace will be presented at the center of the stage while all those marching are taking their places.

THE BATON

THE BATON, carried by the University Marshal, Professor Max B. Thatcher, was specifically designed for ceremonial activities at the University of Connecticut and was first used at Commencement in 1968. The office of Marshal can be traced back to the medieval period, and the Baton is a symbol of the Marshal’s authority. He carries it as he leads the academic procession into and out of the place of the ceremony.

THE MEDALLION

THE SILVER MEDALLION, worn by President Glenn W. Ferguson, was first used at the time of the University’s Silver Anniversary. It hangs on a silver chain of special design, in which each link represents one of the University’s Schools or Colleges. Each link consists of a cloisonne circle engraved with a design appropriate for the particular school and enamelled with the traditional school or college colors.